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SOFTWARE DOCUMENTAT EON 





WRTICAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
PROGRAM INTRODUCTION 
VCS PflOGRilM STRUCTURE 
GENEML PIJAPOSE AND 
1/0 DRIVERS, IIITERRUPT ROUTINES, 
ASSEMBLY LEVEL FUNCTIONS 
I?ON ITOR ROUT IFIE MACH 1 NE LEVEL FllNCTIONS 
PROGRAM CAPAB ILlTY 
QPERAT IONAL FEATURES 
DUAL MODE: 
r RUN MODE (AUTOMATIC). 
r DEBUG MODE ( INTERACTIVE) 
SYSTEM INITJALIZATION: 
S PARAMETER SET FROM RAM 
@ CLEAR RAM BUFFERS 
6 SET UP POINTERS AND DEFAULT FLAGS 
8 OPERATOR INTERACTION 
MENU BASED MODIFICATIONS PROMPT FOR CLASS AND 
ELEMENT CHANGE FLAGS, VARIABLES 
QPERATIQNAL FEATURES (CQNT r NUED) 
RUN : 
INPUT SENSORS (RANGE CHECK) 
CONTROL. FUNCTION COMPUTATION 
OUTPUT CONTROL/DATA 
ERROR TEST 
SYNCHRBM I ZE TO C!-OCK 




t iol i la~t ves 
PROGW1 FLQI 
VCS OLD DEN CONTROL ALGDRI'i'llll "I4OOE 11" 
DELAYED SENSORS 
NO PICK AVERAGE 
LCX = BELAYED 








I TRUE 1 

L 






- FORI.IAT OUfDSP IWPCOU 
SUPEAL RESTRT IH1 

rJE.1 POT 0'
Ilfi.1 POT % 
VCS DATA f liPUT/COflVERSION 
TRANSDUCER HRfiDNARE SOFnlARE FlEFtDRY 
RANGE CHECK: 
f.IEE!ORY SOFT1.IARE MEMORY 
SIB 
I/o SEIiSOR 





bIEIIORY S O m A R E  FIEGIORY 
7 











I SBD GUS 
VCS - SYSTEI.1 HARD:.IARE 





e EXECUTION MODULES 
a UTILITY FUNCTIONS 
m 1/0 DRIVERS 















VCS MEMORY ALLQCATIQN 
DEFAULT AND TABLES 
AVAI  L A N E  FOR Dl AGNOSTI CS , ETC , 
LOW RAM 
MONITOR SPACE 
i VARIABLES %3 Kb 
--------- 
CONTAB, SENBUF 


























1:CHf ; Recordcr D n t n  HI byte 
RECLC ; 'Rceordcw Data LO byte 
RECCTL ; Rccordcr Control 
RECSTA ; Rccordcr Status 
; Ficlr  Control 1 
; P i c k  Status 1 




Uni t  2 
Contro l  Port 







8 1  IN 
85 XN 
Keyboard Display Card 
MROUT ; MuLtipJa:rcr out; reg. 
M8RXN ; biu1kiplo::cr 8 t i l tuo  po r t  
MROYTC ; b3ultfplc::cr Out Connrol Port 
MSW5NC ; Multiplexsr Csntxel Part 
DATA1 ; Data Pout, MSD 
DATA 2 ; Data Bore, ZSB 
IN ICDSW ; Keyboard/D%splay Switch Port 
OUT RDDATA ; Kcyboard/Display Data Port 
OUT KDCNTL ; Kcyboard/Display Control. Port 
IN/OUT CD&TA ; EPROM/UART Console Data Port 
IN/OUT CSTAT t Console Status Port 






ARMS A m  Contro l  
SWTCH 1 ; Fron t  Panel Switches 
SWTCH 2 ; Front Panel Switches 
STAT1 ; Front Panel Indicators 
STAT2 ; Front Panel Indicators 
ORC ~Aboobutc migin 
ABEG ~%arsLuto aogmcnt 
CSEG RaloentrrbLs code cogmcnl-. 
DSEG RcLecntabLo data scgmont 
PUBLIC Define oymbaln aa public Esr uac 
by other programs 
EXTRN Symbols from othcx programs 
LINKAGE 
C a l l  name (A, B) 
FSZ BC = Address (A) 
DE = Addross (B) 

















































CNTVEC (2) = 
CNTVEC ( 3 )  =! 
CNTVEC ( 4 )  = 
CNTVEC (5) = 
CNTVEC (6) = 
CNTVEC (7) = 




















































MAX% ERRORS FOR TRLP 
SEAM HEIGHT 
PICK AVERAGE Z 
PICR STEP YALUE 
FRONT DEAD BAEJD 
m A R  DEAD BAND 
ARM LENGTH POT GAIN = 1 
/ P A ~ I G  1 
D r n l r n D  
LCPOS 
PCPQB 




















( 2 )  





( 8 )  
(9 1 
(101 
DRUM F ~ I D I U S  
LCB bTOUNTXNG PO6 (DBD UNITS) 
PCB DIOUNTXNG FOE! (DBD WN11'8) 
CXD MOUNTXNG POS (DFD UNITS) 
FRONT TO REAR RIST. (DPB UNITS) 
DPD GAIN FACTOR = 1 
CMOS STEP UPDATE DISTANCE 
BIAS FRONT 
BIAS REAR 
SENSOR EITE LIMIT VALUE 
TRTG GOMI?EN%ATTON FACTOR 
OPERATION MODE 
CONTROL MODE 
RANGE CHECK FLAG 
SENSOR DELAY FLAG 
RATE CHECK FLAG 
SYSTEM STATUS 
FRONT CONTRGL GAIN 
FRONT TRTG FACTOR 
M A R  CONTROL GAIN 
REAR TRIG FACTOR 
PROGRAM OPEWTION P A W T E R S  
/OPPARM/ ICMPNT (1 0 1 , NMXVEC (1 6 1 , NMXIPX ( 6  ) 










NMXVEC ( 1 ) 8 NMXSEN 
( 2 )  8 NMXERR 
( 3 )  0 NMXSIR 
( 4 )  6 NMXIPM 
( 5 )  8 NMXOUT 
( 6  ) 8 NMXDSP 
NMXVEG ( 7 ) 
( 0 )  
( 9  } 
(10) 
(11) 















f /O NUbIBER OF PROMPTS TO ASK 





























S t 6  *RUN -0It * 








20 IL 11 l t  tr 
DSPCBDE : CHAWCTER*1 (16 ) 
















1 G DSTP 
17 FBAS 
18 RBAS 




M N G  
QSDL 


















fl NO CONTROL 
1 NODE TI 
2 1 4  MODE I 







SYSTEM COLD START 
RUNNING 







C I D  
PKF 
PRR 
USED FOR CONTROL OF A/D AND CONVERSION AND RANGE 
CHECK TABLE ENTRIES 
POINTS I N T O  SIB 08 SBB ENTRIES FOR APPROPRIATE VALUE 
VCS ERROR CODES 
Ennon (1) 9 I (srNam) asn SENSOR INPUT P ~ N G E  ERROR POSITIVE 
I + 10 FOR NEGATIVE 
ERRQR(2) = 1 TP 3 3  VOLT PAZLURE 
ERROR (3  1 CAI; SWf TCH PROM RWN MODE 
ERROR ( 4 )  RATS2 CHECKING 
= 1 LCF ERROR 
= 1g pep 
= 11 BOTH 
ERROR ( 5 )  = N; CASSETTE ERROR (DUMMY (2) ) 
ERRQR FLAG BYTE = STATUS FROM CASSETTE 
ERRCRIB) CMOS DATA NOT READY MODE I MODECT = 2 or 4 

VCS SUBERVPSOR PROGml 
Main program: VC$SUP 
Main program en113 suporvisor reutinc~ banad on Elogn and 
of modes. 
Inputs: Control  i n f o r m ~ t i o n  buffers  
Outputs : Nothing 
Calls: SUPXNP, SUPQUT, SUPCNFt SUPDBGl SUFITZl SUPCAL, 
SUPERRl SUPEXT, SUPBLT 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies: Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 
Roger 8. F i s h  
MODULE: VCSPRG 
VCSPRG is tho main program exoeutivo modulo of the VCS soft- 
ware. The main program oupervfooo oparation of thc VCS by c n l l -  
ing t h o  appropriate D U ~ C P V ~ G ~ P  r o u t i n e s  to perform t h o  requircd 
operat ions.  VCSPRG c o n t i n u o u s l y  moni tors  operation parameters 
(OFMODE, ERROR(1)) and cal ls  the r e l e v a n t  routines to handle  t h e  
cond i t ion .  (FOE example, DESUG, RUN, TNTTIALIZE, ERROR PROCESS- 
I N G .  ) Communication bet:tveen modules in the VCS sof ttvarc , except 
f o r  certain 1/8 drivers, i s  v i a  global COMMON blsc1:s. VCS 
operates by continuously scanning the mode and status data and 
looping through i t s  t o s t  cede. The r o u t i n e  first i npu t s  all 
sensor and control v a r i a b l e s  and then  t e s t s  fo r  s u p e r v i s o r  rou- 
t i n o o  t o  b~ c a l l e d .  Urless t n c  supervisor c a u s e s  o program term- 
i n a t i o n ,  t h e  system o u t p u t s  a r e  t hen  updated and the process 
repeats. 

SUP IT Z 
DO I = 1, NMXERR 
ERRBUF ( i f  MOD (TIMEylO)+I) = ERROR(1) 
DO I = 1, NMAX ERRORS 












Input supervisor (scnaord 
Output superviser 




E x i t  routine 
Cal ib ra t ion  routines (restart)  





Calls :  






SENINP, ZNPCBU, CONVET 
S~noor i n p u t  buff cx 
SUFPNP 13 kho oupa~ufoss routine whish inpuko aonoor and 
s u n 6 m 1  data 60 tho V68. Tho rout iao road3 tha opcsatoz control 
pan01 owL.f=ehoo and than t o o t o  if 3on3~3: 110 110 onciblcd by an 
f!O Elag, IE tho f l ag ,  IOF8EN, i o  true, kho oanoox i n p u t  soukinas 
BENINP for  LCB, PCE, o te ,  is coalad. TRa oonnos c~nvorsion rou- 
Gfno CONVRT l a  s n l l c d  t o  convort tha raw oanGos data i n t o  appro- 




SUPERVISOR CONTROL ROUTINE 
Subroutine: SUPBUT 
SUPOUT controls  outputs  from the VCS 
Inpu t s  : S/O control  vcckor 
Output3 : Nothing 
C a l l s  : CUTOUT, SAVDAT, FORMAT, CLOCK, XNTREN, 
OUTDSP , OUTPUT 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies : Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. F i s h  
MODULE: SUPQUT 
SUPOUT is tho supervisor rou t ine  tvhich outputs  data from 
the VCS t o  t h e  various control  devices,  control indicators, and 
o p e r a t o r  c o n t r o l  panol. 
The operation mode value (OPMODE) is t e s t e d  and an appro- 
priate message is displayed on the display panel, and appropriate 
output routines are called. Display information for the control 
d i s p l a y  i s  formatted and output. Finally, CLOCK is called fo r  
system synchronization. 





SUPCNT eontrels VCS contra1 algorithm usc and signal 
gano~ation. 
Inputs : Operation con t ro l  vectors 
Outputs: Nothing 
C a 1 . 1 ~ :  CNTRPD, CNTRRD 
~ c s  t r a y s  : Nothing 
Modifies: Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 88 
L-V-A Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. F i s h  
8TJPCNT $a the VCS control aLgoriLhrn ouporvi~or routinc, 
This r ou t i nc  t c o t s  khc control oporatfsn Elngo and control 
vjsrds and calla the appropriate routinc to control tho front, 
roar, or output tho valvo control  oignalo. 

SUPERVISOR CCNTROL RQ3TPNE 
Subroutine: SUPDBG 
SUPDBG is the dobug operation routine 
Inputs : Debug control  vector 
Outputs : None 
Calls: DBUGCI, DBUGCO, DBUGIN, DBUGOT, DBUGTP, 
ITZTNP, DBUGCK, DBUGME, DBEGTO, INTRCS 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies: Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. F i s h  
SUPBDG is t ho  Qobug i n t a s n s t i s n  ~ u p o ~ v i o o r .  3UPDDG Lo 
called by *NAIN* whan OPbIODE i o  uot to thc  dobug valuo. SUPBDG 
thQn 63110 t l l ~  debug c ~ n k ~ 0 1  i n p u t  r o u t i n e  DBUGCI whish prompts 
tho uocr for thc nppropsiatc esntrsl  i n p u t  k~ aolact  onc of kha 
dobug optisno. Nhon dcbug $3  eempkcta, 6210 seut ino  ro turno to 
*MAIN*. SUPDBG can a l ~ o  c a l l  tho  intaractiva i n i t f a l i z n k i o n  
rsutino ITZINF if t h e  aparnter wichos Lo modify any varinblao. 

CALL DOUGIN (1) 
CAL t ODUGTP a 
SUPERVISOR CONTROL ROUTINE 
Subrout ine:  SlJPTTZ 
SUPITZ initializes the program variables bufforo and 
control vorinblos. 
I n p u t s  : None 
Outputs : System i n i t i a l i z e d  
SNTRDS, INThLN? OUTDSP, A I O I T Z ?  ITZINP, 
INPCDU, EYESTRT, TAPITZ 
Modifies : Input buffers, parameters, interrupts, 
c o n t r o l  information 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A : Version 3, Level 1 
Roger B. Fish 
MODULE: SUPITZ 
SUPITZ is the program Initialization routine. SUPfTZ takes 
care of initializing 1/0 interfaces via AIOITZ, clears I/O 
buffers to zero, and loads common bPoclrs from the d e f a u l t  ROM 
areas. The default values are copied into RAM memory so that 
the values can be modified v i a  routine ITZINP. 
SUPITZ also ca l l s  INTRUS to disable system interrupts. 

SUP IT2 1 El IRTRDS 
INITIALIZE 
roFVEC 11 1 P 
INITIALIZE 
CNTVEC ( I ) 
sro ( I )  
SOB (I) n 
CLEAR GI 
CLEAR 
OPPNTS (1) r----J 
INITIALIZE 
RGCDAT ( I ,  J )  
1 
I INlTl  ALIZE OPSVEC ( I )  AND DSCNTL ( I )  I 

SUPERVISOR CONTROL R3UTINE 
Subreutino: 
SUPERR processes error condition flags and outputs message. 
Inputs: Error f l a g  vector 
Outputs : D/C error message 
C a l l s :  QUTDSF, INPCDU, FORMAT 






Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B, F i s h  

DISPLAY 





SWPEIPVESOR CONTROL ROUTZNE 
Subroutine: SUIQElST 
SUPEXT o x i t o  from tho VCS program nftar closing data base, 
Inputs : Nanc 





CLOCX INTRDS I XNPCDU, OUTDSP p CNTOUT , 
XNTREN 
ERRORS 
P o i n t e r s ,  control  words 
FORTRAN 80 
Version I, Level b 






DO J 1, 10 
ERREUF ( I , J )  0 
I 
ERROR ( I )  = 0 I 






SUPERVISOR CONTROL ROUTINE 
Subroutine: SUPCAL 
SUPCAL calls the system resrart (warm start) routine.  
Inputs : None 
Outputs : 




RESTRT, INPCDU, OUTDSP 
Nothing 
OPSVEC , DOB 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: "ersion 1, Level I 







MODE = 0 
SUPERVISOR CONTROL MODULE 
SUBROUTINE : SUPHLT 
SUPHLT s t o p s  VCS program operation by stopping clock 
i n t e r r u p t s  and b locks  program flow. 
Inpu t s  : None 
Outpu ts  : OPMODE 
Calls : INTREN, INTRDS,  INPCDU, OUTDSP 






Version 1, Level 1 










SUPERVISOR EXECLITTON MODULES : 
Gonoor i n p u t  
Sonsor canveraiar! 
Control signal ou tpu t  
Initialization routine 
Reset system, cold s tar t  
SUPERVISOR EXECUTION MODOLE 
SENTNP cal ls  r;onsor i n p u t  r o u t i n s o  under I/O masl: contmeal. 
Outputs : None 
Call!=: ATOADC , SENRLM, TNPCID TNPPICS, ADCTTZ 
D68lXOY53 : N0thf ng 
Modifies : Sensor input buffer 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A : Version 1, Level 1 




QTR~~LI-I I / o  Fl.AG trr~cro 
Subroutine: 
SUPERVISOR EXECUTSON MODULE 
CONVRT 
CONVRT converts sansor input data to enginoaring units, 
and does range ckoclring. 
Inputs: Sensor input data 











Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. Fish 

1 TRUE 
SUPERVISOR EXECUTION MODULE 
Subroutine : CNTOUT 
CNTOUT is the controller output r o u t i n e .  This calls t h e  
appropriate o u t p u t  routines as per the I/O controls. 
Inputs : I/O control vectors, cont ro l le r  o u t p u t s  
Outputs :  None 
Calls: AIOVOT 
Destroys: Nothing 
Modif ies :  Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 




voe (2 )  
FALSE 

SUPERVISOR EXECUT33N MODULE 
Subroutine: XTZPNP 
ITZTNP prompts the user and updates  tka value of some 
variables in the program. 
Inputs : None 
Outputs : None 
Calls : OUTDSP, INPCDU, INTBDS, XNPIIEX, OUTPUT 
Destroys : CMOS (Optional) 
Modifies: Variable i n p u t  by u s e r  
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A : Version I, Level 1 
























SUPERVISOR EXECUTION bOBULE 
RESTRT i n i d i a l i z a o  and c loarc  data which is run dependent 









SENPTR (I) r EWiBUP (1) , TFLAG (I) , PBBUFS , 
SENDEL (I 1 
S ta tus ,  pointers ,  OPMODE 
FORTRAN 
Version 1, Level 1 




SblPERV%S0R EXECUTION MODOtE : 
Contra1 Routinas 
Rear drum eontrol  
SUPEIPVIBOR EXECUTION MODULE 
CNTRPD computes tho front drum control signal. Algorithm 
io eentrellcd by inputs and rnodc control. 
Inputs : Sensor data, control  infernation 
Outputs : Front drum control signal 
Calls : Nothing 
Dos troys : Nothing 
Modif iss : Cont ro l  output, f r o n t  (VOB) 
Language : FORTRAN 8 0  
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 


















"GET AVE" 0 






CNTRRB ctsrnpuCoo tho Ecnr Qarlbun central oigrmal.. rilgordtl'im 
io contrs%Lad by inputo and mode eontrol. 
Tnpuko : Senour data, control information 
Outputs : Front  drum contro1 ~ i g n a l  
calla : Nothing 
Modf Eics: Control ou tpu t ,  roar (VOB) 
Languaga : 2c)RTRAN 88 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 











RCIiPL 0 0 







VALVE FhLSB IOFVCR OUTPIJTn QQi 
RCRELT s l a a n -  oBlAsn I 
I ( TRUE "NO MOVE" I 
RCNTL n 
"UP" O.DU / 








SUFEWPSOR EXECUTEON MODULES: 
Input control  
Butput 
Scnssr  scan 
Output (valve) 
I / O  ehannol Cost 
Tape check 
Cloc lc  t o s t  
Memory display/rnodify 
Subroutine: DDUGCI 
DBUGCI reads debug control information from control/ 
display panel. 
Inputs: Debug control vector  






TNPCDU , OUTDSP , PAUSE 
Nothing 
Debug control  vector 
FORTRAN 80 
Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. Fish 


SUPERVISOR EXECUTTBN MODULE 
Subroutine: DBUGCO 
BBUGCO outputs dobug information to contrel/disploy panol. 
Inputs: Debug control  vector 
Outputs : Debug messages 
Calls: OUTDSP , CLOCK 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies: Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Version 1, Leveb 1 





DDUGTN roads GonGQr data via I / O  reutinoa na pcr input.  
SENfNPr PAUSEr OUTDSP, PQNlAT, TNPCBU, 
CONVRT 
Deotroys: Nothing 
Modif ios: Sensor i n p u t  data (8DB) 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Varsion 1, Level 1 
Roger B. Fish 













SUFERVfSOR EXECUTION MODULE 
DBUGOT outputs dobug control  signals to f r o n t  and roar 
arms. 
Inputa: Debug control vector 
Oukpu t s  : D r u m  control  signal^ 
C a l l a :  INPCDU, CNTOUT, OUTDSP 
Destroys : Nothing 
ModiPlss : Nothing 
Languaga : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 
Roger 3 .  F i s h  

"OUT 0 UodU" 
DBUGIB roads an T/O ahnnnol or pert and d i ~ p l n y o  vnluo. 
Outputs:  Nona 
Cal l s :  FBNI&T, OUTBSP , PAUSE, INPCDU, SENINP 
Da=ltroys : Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 
Roger 8. Fish 

PAUSE n 
I LOAD 000 ERRMES (l*l) oon (11 9 DSPCUD (GI o I 





CALL OUTOSP L-J 
RESET 
SUPERVISOR EXECUTION MODULE 
Subroutine: DBUGTP 
DDUGTP ckec1:s tape eaooetto sparation. 
Ip1pL't~: 
Outputs  : 





AIOCAS, MSEC2N, PAUSE, OUTDSP 
Nothing 
FORTRAN 
Version I, Level 1 
Roger B. F i s h  


GOPERVXSOR EXECUTION SblODULE 
BBUGCR checks t h e  eboelc tirnor for VCS synekronizoCSon. 
Inputs : None 
Calls:  CLOCE INTREN 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies : Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. Fish  

CALL INTREL ' [rFj 
CKL? I/O? m 
CLOCK F 
Subroutine: DDBGMB 
BBUGME dinplay3 mcmcry to tha operator via LEDS. 
Calls: OUTDSP, TNFCDUf AGETITf INPHEX, FORMAT, 
APUTTT 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies : DOB, memory location if "PUT" 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A: Version 1, Levol 1 
Roger B. F i s h  

CALL OUTOSP G' 
"AUR? UO#ut i  
CALL OUTDSP 
- 1  
CALL INPHEX I BET ADDRESS 
TEttPIO ltAS HEX 
AOURESS CALL 
AEETIT VALUE 
















Wait at KEYPAD 
Clock synchronizer 
Rend C/D pane l  
I n p u t  n HEX value 
Convert sensor t o  d a t a  
Range check on sensors 
Sensor rate limit test 
I n p u t  CID value 
Input  p ick  data 
Output data to cassette 
Display in LEDS 
Store data  i n  CMOS and for cassette 
Initialize tape header. 
PAUSE waits for any key ts bo praaood on t h e  display/  
ean t ro l  . 
Inputs  : 
Outputs  : 







Version 1, Level 1 






G , P .  UTILITY IPOUTXNaS 
Subroutine : CLOClC 
CLOCl( synchrcnizes VCS timing by waiting fo r  a timer 
interrupt (I second), times out after 2 seconds. 
Inputs : Nono 
Outputs: 








Clears TFLAG ( 3 )  = 0 
FORTRAN 8 0  
Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. F i s h  
1 1 FALSE 
RETURN c", 
1/8 UTILITY ROUTT?lES : f NPUT 
Snbreutina : TNPCBU 
INPCBU inputs the data from thc  C/D via port 04 .  











Version 1, Level 1 













INPHEX gats a EPEX nunbar from t h c  C/D by prompting. 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies: /WORXC/ 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A : Version 1, Level 1 







"NEXT" c, INCREMENT i,ALsEQ "ADJUST" 
NEXT COL. TRUE 
FOWWT 
TO ASCII 
Xi0 UTILITY ROUTINES : CONVERSION 
Subroutine : CQNPNC 
CBNFNC 13 a Gablo dr ivo r  roctino which is uood C 0  C O D V C P ~  
sonsor i n p u t s  to anginaoring u n i t  data. 
Qutpu to  : Nono 
Calls: RdNGGIi (OF t ) 
Daotroys: Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A : Varoion 1, Leva1 1 
Roger B. Fish 

I TEMPI0 3 SENTAB (SENPNT, 1) + TEMPI0 * SENTAB (SENPNT, 2) 
RETURN 17 
1/8 UTILITY RBUTXNES: CONVERSION 
Subroutine: MNGCIC 
RANGCK t e s t  converted sensor data against max and min 
stored in table 
Xnputs : Sensor index p o i n t e r  
Outputs : ERROR FLAG 1 
C a l l s  : Nothing 
Destroys : Nothing 




Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. F i s h  
UANGCK 7 
TEIPIO - RGCDAT (SENPNT, 1) TEWIO = RGCDA? (SEIIPNT, 2) 
ERROR ( I )  = SEF4PNT ERROR (1) = -SEWPlJT 
E/Q UTILITY ROUTTNZS: SQNRLb1 
SGNRLb1 is tho reaaonabPan~ss ckack on tho LCP, PCB data, 
Inputs : SBB, LCF, PCF ; STATUS 
Outputs : 
Calls : 
SDBt LCF, PCFt ERROR ( 4 )  
Nothing 
Bes t roys  : Nothing 
Modifies : LCF, PCP ERROR ( 4 )  , STATUS 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
Version 1, Level 1 






2 / 0  UTILITY ROUTINES: INPUT 
TNPCID 
INPCID i n p u t s  the CID data v ia  port 01, c ~ n t m l  via 
port  02 
Outputs  : CTB data in SIB 
C a l l a :  AIOCID 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modf f ies : SIB 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
L-V-A : Version 1, Level 1 
Roger 8 .  Fish 


T/Q UTXL3TP EiOUTINES: INPUT 
Subrsutf nc : TNPPI<S 
INPPXS inputs tho f r o n t  piel: signal via pert 10H 
Tnputo : None 






Ficl: ( f r o n t  and sear) data i n  SIB 
INPUT (FORTIPAN BYTE 1/01 
Nothing 
FORTRAN 88 
Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. Fish 

CALL IflPUT 
DYTE AND . OFH r-l
I ; { & ( I )  0314 + AND . I 
S I B  (8) n 1 
Subrautina: OUTCAS 
OUTCAS ou tpu to  thc casscktc output buffer to tho digital 
cnsaotto v i a  pork 0 8 ,  09, 8At control pert BB. 
Outputs  : TOB 
Calls: AIOCAS 
Modifies: Nothing 
Language : FORTRAN $0 
L-V-A: Version 1, L e v o l  1 
Roger B. F i s h  


I/O UTILITY ROUTINES: OUTPUT 
Subrou t ine  : OUTDSP 









ASCII s t r i n g  in DOB 
None 
AIODSP (DOB (1) )
Nothing 
FORTRAN 80 
Version 1, Level 1 






SUPERVISOR EXECUTION MODULE 
Subroutine: SAVDAT 
SAVDAT stores sonsor data into CASDAT buffer f o r  tape 
dump and DFD + LCF i n t o  SNDATA buffer (Mode 1). 
Inputs : None 
Outputs  : None 
Cal ls  : None 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies: DATPNT, SNDATA BUFFER 
Language : FORTRAN 80 
Version 1, Level 1 








"PACK VOO + P I C K S  
B I T S  INTO INTO 4 EMPTY BITS" 
CASDAT (1) I I 
2 BIT PATS 
FOR CASDAt( 7 
"FILE bVIRKSM 
CASUAT (7)  





I / O  UTILITY RBUTXNE: OUTPUT 
TAP ZTZ 
TAPGTZ writes the data  tap^ f i l e  header. 








ALOCAS , OUTDSP , MSEC 2H 
DOB 
FORTRAN 80 
Version 1, Level 1 


























Display call ko monitor 
Format {; i n t o  REX 
Put a BYTE i n t o  mcmery 
CIB I/O d ~ i v a r  
Cassottc 9/Q d r ivo r  
Value T/Q driver 
I/Q initinlizor rsutino 
A/D I/Q driver 
Gat a BYTE from momsry 
C/D I/6 drivor 
Interrupt handler (timer) 
I n t e r r u p t   noble 
Interrupt disabla 
1/0 DRIVER ROUTINES: 
Subroutine: AIOBSP (DOB (1) ) 
AIODSP writes ASCII data to the di sp lay  u n i t  (7303;  
via  the monitor from DOB 
I n p u t s  : Address of DOB (1) in BC 
Outputs : None 
Cal l s  : MONITOR : OUTPT 
Destroys : F/Fts, A 
Modifies: Nothing 
Language : ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
L-V-A : Version 1, Level 
Roger B. Fish 


1/0 UTILITY ROUTINES: 
Subroutine:  FORMAT (ADDR) 
FORMAT t u r n s  a HEX value in DOB ( 5 , 6 )  to ASCII code, 
in (BC 5, 6, 7 ,  8) 
I n p u t s  : 
Outputs  : 
None 
None 
C a l l s  : MONITOR: HEXASC 
Destroys: A, F/F, BC, HL 
Modifies : DOB 
Language : ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
L-V-A: Version I, Level 1 





PUSll (HLI  
POP ( I l l )  















Address in TEMPT0 and BYTE @ TEMPI0 + 2 
No thing 
A, BC, F/F1s, EL 
BYTE @ TEMPI0 
ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
Version 1, Level 1 










I / O  DRIVER IZ'JUTZNES: 
Subroutine : 
AIOCXD reads the CID data from port  01, into TEMPI0 











L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. F i s h  
RETURN 
Subroutine: AXOCAS (BUF) 
ATOCAS writes data from t h e  cassette output buffer to 
tape. 
Inputs : None 
Outputs : None 
Calls: Nothing 
Destroys : F/Fts, A 
Medif iea : Nothing 
Language : ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
L-V-A : Version 1, Let re l  P 























BYTE * 0 
INPUT 
STATUS 
X/O DRIVER ROUTINES: 
AfBVBT is  the vaLvo control  I/6 drivez xsukinc. 
Snputs  : CBYFE control  word 
Outputs t Valve esntroJ interface l ines  
Calls: Nothing 
Modifit30 : Valve control lines 
Language : ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
L-V-A : Version 1, Levol 1 





l I 1 I X X X X  
AIOITB initializes I/O $.nbo~facas Eer ~ p ~ r n t i ~ n  at 
machine startup 
Inputs : Nsna 
Outputs : Nano 
L-V-A : 
ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
Version 1, Lovel 1 
Roger El, Fish 

Z/O BRXVER ROUTINES: 






Madif f es : 
Language : 
L-V-A : 
Sensor index, output data 
Sensor data to TEMPI0 
Nothing 
P/F ' s 
ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
Version I, Level 1 
Roger 33. Fish 
SAVE BC, OH 
GET I - I 
OISAOLC IfiTERAUPTS 






STORE OATA 6 
AGETIT takes the HEX address o f  TEMIBJO in BC load0 
the value and puts i t  in addrass hald in DE. 
Znputs : X = HEX 
Outputs: J = HEX value 
Callr; : Nothing 
Destroys : BC, DE 
Modifies : DOB 
Language : ASSEMBLY 8080/8085 
Version I, Levsl 1 
Roger B, Fish 
GET (BC) RflD 
PUT IN H 
GET (BC 4 1) 
AND P f l  IN 
GET MEMORY 
BYTE (HL] P 




Z/8 DRTVER 3OUTTNES: 
Gubrsutino : nroe~u (nurr) 








(BE) points to work buffer 
Nsxrc 
Noii E 
A, F/F's, DE, 8L 
Work vector 
Genegator 8 bytes of local data BUP 
ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
Vexsion 1, Level 1 
Roger B. Fish 







STORE A 1 




XNTnPT is tho clsek intarzupt soxviao zoutina. 
Inputs  : Noao 
Outputs : Nsna 
Calls : QUWAS 
~octroys : Nothing 
ASSEMBLER 008Q/8085 




CASSETTE INTERRUPT STRtJCTUFlE 
RST - 5 . 5  
Call INTRPT 
RET 
Read clock port 
Test if 1 second 
T e s t  if 100 mscc 
Test if 1 rnsec 
Set flag BYTE (sec)  
Add I to count (sec)  
RET 
Set flag BYTE (100 msec) 
Call OUTCAS 
RET 
Set  flag BYTE (L msec) 
RET 
Timer  generates an i n t e r r u p t  every 1 rnsec, but only 100 msec 
and 1 sec are wired to CPU RST 5.5.  
OUTCAS : 
If t e s t  mask 
Then : 
If OPPNTS (31 = 100; OPPNTS (3)  = 0, RET 
If OPPNTS (2) 8 ,  then 
Ca31 cassette output 
OPPNTS ( 2 )  OPPNTS (2)  -1 
OPPNTS (3 )  = OPPNTS ( 3 )  +I 
END IF 
E l s e :  
X f  OPPNTS ( 3 )  > = 6 4  




Get ARGS + ADDRESSES 
Test if write; go to wri te  
Test if F.FORWARD 
ENT 
Write: 
T e s t  status 
Error go to error 
Write 16 bits to p o r t s  










IIL + 1 Hl, 
[MI + 1 (I) 














2/8 UTILZTY ROUTINES: SNCPERRUPT 
Subxoutino: INTREN 
ZNTREN enables CPU inter+upts. 
Inputs : None 
OuCpuCs : None 
Calls: Nothing 
Dostroya: Nothing 
Modifies : CPU i n t e r r u p t  masks 
Language : ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
L-V-A: Version 1, Level 1 
Roger B. F i s h  
Subroutine: INTRDS 
INTRDS df sables  CPU i ndorrupts , 
Inputs  : None 
Outpetto : Nsna 
Calls: Nothing 
Destroys : Nothing 
Modifies : CPU i n t e r r u p t  masks 
Language : ASSEMBLER 8080/8085 
L-V-A : Version I, Level 1 
Roger B. Fish 
APPENDXX D 
F R O G W I  LISTING 
I wwa VC5W 
1: 'X5  VJIH Et'FEdIEOR FflFAH 
e 
C VJSN KCCiBl CW.5 9.QZ3fEGR RGUTIHES EEEO Cfl  
c ws B~D EGEJTIG~I mar cwm 
c 
c SIW~: I T R L  IIIF~'W.~OII  ams 
e bTi:NS* tlClM 
C CW: WI 181 NFWTr 9ClIt1 EkWG $!PIT3 
C 9FEFRI :'iGXT, ElriCL %~kT 
e o ~ ~ a l + s :  I W ~ I H O  
C EfeDTFSEri: HOSHI!D 
C VElXIOil f 0 
C 
2 $1 tlftUDE{m%bWBi FOR) 
3 c - - w * m - w  4#?e#wuqa*mr431 *U*#9 
C 
r: vcs SYm !at* tilLGCAT1Ofl 
= e .  
3 = INPLSCIT ltd'TErS*O(PrZ) 
4 8  IHTECW C ~ D J  KlBr LFOB, TG%FIBJFEI YE 
5 = f ! i E C 5 ? d i  MEFEUF, PKFCE~YI FKY 
6 3 INEG3U1 IIMj(IPX(6)* W ( 6 )  
7 B S!ITECS$i E+JLF(%iO) 
3 c 
8 3 t m ! a f i  I m C ( 2 O h  CtFTVEC(16)r SIIIT(8h %%(8)1 DEM($) 
9 a LKTERl.*l DEFIOV (2Ph &CFCiV(iQj 
$9 E LOOICF;L*i NEOJ ft0J.E~ REV, Tr!i;L CEL~RTT, PMlirb AUTO, WJI!EL 
3 c 
if s Ct!EACriiZM PF$JESt Y 05ES(P(I) 
9 = Cl!iiiFbCTEl?kl O m O D  < %cj> 
2 z C*RKteJcnil WEC, Kz!l03:X5ii0) 
i 4  Q ~ 1 - 1 1 3 ~ 7 3 4 4  E : ~ I ; ' ! S ( ~  ~ ~ ( 2 0 ) ~  1 ~ f l ~ ( 2 0 )  
= C 
15 = trlIJ9itlSItEl @EFFM(~B)I Wt lT (d)  
3 C  
= I: CGMMO!I ROCK tYL(XFiTIil!S 
= C 
16 3 COWUCPHJWlMt Fd)JUSFs FEET, MOJ ITO,fl& FlWb F,UIL WRT 
J C 
D al!mtIif~32/ P?REs( 29) 
= C 
i8 = COMr;lO~?lCEE 
J rJ 
!9 3 C(l!!P!OEl/f~~~Brl~4IE5 
c 
2rJ 1 C@MEQVE1FfItiSPTRC16} 
= c 
2f = ~E~MMM~PTWFIRFPJF{~ 01, WUF!iQ.B)r NcFEAYI FKEk'd 
= C 
M = mn~weLOcYm 

W !  3FlT2 
G 
C ? !  n[XW 
C 
C !BE.!" QE4FiTiTJC# kKq EHiRY ESDi'F 
C im rniTlIAE 
C 




C QFTihTlBI f l i  M.0 ELL ElTZVIEO2 RUTIE 
C 
C mIli: = 0 WIT 
tFf PRNE Ek 02 W SUFMT 
e 
C CFWDE r -i r lETF3T 
IF(BF!EE E9 4) C4 Ti) it0 
e 
C 9m a 1 t !ICR$L 
IF~C+W: FZ i) w wcrfi 
C 
C GfYOEE 2 PmG MilM 
IF{Bm EE? 2) CPU. %PEG 
C 
c o f n w  = 4 J fi~~lltiil urn 
IF(CFt#!DZ EO, 4) C U  NFOlT 
F, 
C SKmE = 5 r CFtlIEMTE 
IF(OfMC0E E t  SJ eAU WCU, 
C 
C O3!05E e 3 1 WT MiRE5S 




C WfER ZdtR FWCS FrJR TE31 SiMWS 
C 
M3 I--LI.iMxEliR 
EEiF(1, MOD(TIG i0)+l~=ERFaR(I) 
inlo C~tlTIlKE 
C 
C T5S fC# NiE,CEtlT EfiMlR FdlD FRcCES REl! 
C 
in iczs I = L I C I ~ R  
lF{E,MR<IL IE. Qj Wl 
rnIf)TO=I 
C C U  rn PEOE5lIfi RWlfiE 
m EhCE:uR 
€ID IF 
ORIGINAL PAGE lS 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
C00E FR5q SIH = 0lM 27510 
JP3IH.E Fa% 5iE = Cf6irHI 200 
~StX~HlrllSTK"SiZE=192H 20 
175 L I E 5  ?E% 
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OF POOR QUAllW 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SLrHJbT CUNiP.OLS OUTPUTS FROi THE YCS 
C 
I: 
C fr' wrj WI 





C L5E EHM m: 
DuuCxr?Brn f  i7) 
ENI) IF 
C 




C *Rt4h%Y c@ WE3.'Y 
C 
GW SflWAT 
C Y i  IHTRBI 
GO TO ifie 
Et1D IF 
C 
C D t X  RtOE 




!: ~rmm * 
C 




C &LIEME CLWE 











C IF  Ill DIPW 
IF(FPtlTS(7) id i) hWN=RL!mtiSI 
D!F m%? 
r: 
C NIL3 E D  DIPW jYE 
C 
!F(OPtlEE EB i) 
1: avo M E  
ION 
x m 2 f (  
%E 
tFiW!lXS, EQ 4) Tm 
C !!#iuFt E5?0E 
ORIGINAL PACE IS 
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c E&Li -*$JLE55 
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i-3 4% 1% tEaM 
? i M < ?  IrCiElW( I 
4fQ MllTlNK 
c 
1; 5Z +Ef!l'tT C C t f l R R  'rFCl@R 
I: 






CO j.499 !=L IRW51t 
D!J i#rj J=L a 
R E C f l T ~  I, J F E E 6 i  i, J:I 
WIT%( 1, J)=DFCaH(I, J) 
14&8 E!NT f 
c 
C !HIT!FFLTE GPE3!TIOH 'iEiTfi! 
C 




C m mm.L 
c 
Er) i648 !*i> i 6  
DE%HnC IWEFtfOj( i S 
?6M CCtlTINE 
c 
C IJ5E !IEg.%i LYIE Ti) L U R  OM M F i Y S  ! 
VLL RmT 
c 






C fF BOCK FW!T PAW IF . tNT. FUN I?OOE 
1: %I? IF RL!ET 
I F ( R L 5 )  50 TO 3N0 




C C U  !tKWTi'E 1ilJI:iXlLIZ~TIOH ECUlrG 
c 
QRIGINAL PAGE IS 
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C CLEPR FPW 
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C IF CHLI!P6rE tW EN E T  K;SI FiND W,rtlST 
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END !F 
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!FiFtLZJUTt) ZEN 
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GO TO 3 0 8  
EtlI) IF 
C 
C El0 CSLIPR'ITE %ITCH ON SCTIOH 
EtrO IF  
C 
C IF RWl SWITCH OH 
C ,riFSTMT RUN HOOE r CONTIhUE 
IFu?w) F-'l 
C 
C IF FRER 4lIITCH 
IFiMt,) TX?1 
WfODE=4 
lN TO ZBcS 
ED IF 
rJ 
F: IF SLII'OWT?C SI4ITCH 
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BID if 
C 
C DID Wt 5lITCN SCTIOH 
PtD IF 
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': 
C LIIRD 0128 !IIP FRC'FPTS 
c 
WBC*?t?E~ I+F> 
N a ~ i w m w ; I  
CflPH=Y.VIESi ZG! 
e e w M  
C 




r, TEST IF UPfiRiE 
C 
C IF F.? MIT 
li!P.LW) G-9 TO iOE9 
C TLst IF RDS PPETED 
IFG!Cl,WT) THEfl 
C 
3 CCALL EHINP 
C 
rnr9fo=sw I ?  
C 
i 5  ffi8X=rEI-!FIr) 
C 





C HIT FOR WERTOR 
MlLL IhWJ 
C 
C TEST IF HXT F M E D  CONTIlPJE LOOP 
IFOEXTd GO TO 108 
C 
C T€5i IF REm )EXIT 
IFCfE.55' rd) TO lBB8 
C RSE WAIST 1 EWD flCiRIH 









~ F i ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ' . ' ,  j:, t.'&P?J/, 9: , 
OF POOR QUALITY 
ORiGlNAL PAGE 1s 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
I 5 ? 5 - 1 !  FC+rFr4q-EB V2 l ~CVPILSflI?tI CF W2CWll W I T  EWTP 
Ct.TecT I ICV .~  KXEEL 111 :F~'KTC'EG OEJ
I:OF~P!LE!? IfiYW ED 9f: FQATeQ : Ff : IICm FSR 
QRlGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALlW 
1 NERQUTIFIE LWGP 
c 
C DBUQTP MECG WE%ITIOH OF THE TkPE CAS5mE 
C 
C IHPIITS: WE 
C m s :  tnK 
C CRLLS: flIOCRSI W W ,  tam PRUX 
C DESTROYS: rmrffi 
C HCOIFIES: m8~ TOB 
C F 0  
C 
2 I ~ I C I T  11mm2 m-11 
C 
3 INEGWi CIB(r3B)t KI8(8)r M3Bt8), TCB(I24)r PIB(2), PCB(2),'ME(2) 
4 IMTEGER+I CtmI4) 
C 
5 CHt?PKTE* DliPMH)(I0) 
6 CtffiWrn4 M E C t  K@iL E ~ 4 E i 2 0 ) t  C+GiESI28)r FjA#ESC%g!9) 
C 
7 CaMMOH/S€ilPIJF/SIB(iB), 51iB(iB> 
C 
B COM~~/C&R~RICIBI K I ~ I  Wel TM, Pis, PO& Y?9 
c 
9 CGlWOtI(PtESTFIW E R R M I  ?NlEr R U ~ L E S I  D5ffCQ 
C 
16 CGWWPAOW TE!!!Ih WlllYR1Ci9,s) 
QRIG~NAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
b%liXMT IN€ E%WE 
C 
C @!KE OIPk9YS KlW TO p+E WE%T4R V I A  TT.E DIPLAY 
C 
C IHPLRS. bkN€ 
C NITPUTS: NONE 
C CRLLS! LY~FOSP~ FORMTI IflPMIUt F W f T ,  WUTIT, I W  
C CWQOYS- NOlHING 
C WlFlE5: NQ, FEMR'l' 
C KRSlt7N F B  
C 
I r n S C I T  amma ZR-'2,) 
C 
1-f. GIPcf&r, KISCS), WBiP!, T ~ ( i 2 g ) ~  P I a i  2); FQE\L!: \IC%U 
1hTEGEW SITSi$) 
C 
LOGIULhf HEXTI PD JUST, R E 5 5  WTO, trslE;& PEPF!F.;IL: FUH, CREPT 
1% 
CWTERrl. S5EC@iiQh tCP4 
M@CTER+II M6C1 NBN. FMi2OL KGnE4i2O!t EUtHES(21) 
C 
U~I ;~~?NL~HM,  J ~ I S T ~  ?SET. HITO, t ~ a  FIL~VL, EN; CPDERT 
C 
MMW*QW.(' CSB~KIB,PI% TOBI P19r I%%) '86 
OMGiNAL PAGE I$ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
I; 
CEW,' rnw NRW'IY<I-~) 
C 
C&#Q&9E5TREP FfiRPE. @eGMSt RtNFtE, BSFCK' 
C 
$#E ,/MM%F(, t CqRW, iCPPIiEL!r tk3W 
C 
E$!UlYikDlCE { E P t  0, BITS( Lj) 
EQUJtWR ibr.18tf\lCu3Ri, r W ~ I 1 ,  NFfl 
EWIlh?LBEE iKW5LkVW, r M 4 1  DW3"1 
ENIWE {528Q! * W23 
C 
C * i t * z ~ ~ * w f e , * * * h ~ . * r * * m * w ~ t x X f l r r P 1 * * r * Y X  
C 










1' ,13PD fX33 NTH @.WRY WE55 fiF?+EST 
6 
100 N6CsPEt!!E3 3) 
MeHs!rtmrj?.;g) 








C W E  mFi0 WE5 FOR WO IIiCICliD!E?iT 
fMPIOrWFnZYtiS 
c WLE mbm IH ~TPIO+I nor 
2t6 Fd)KfibTEWIO 
C 
C CALL A M I T  TO PECMQ COMENTS M: ~IEtW ! ? € F E W  IN TDY10 
3 0  CIfCL .SGETIT(TEIIPIO, MH30 
C 











C IYPLtT C N l X L  VRLYE FQR NTO IlICWiEt[T LY! DID 
CALL INKMI 
c 
C TF FIUO IKREIEIT ECWLQ f!DCIWES 1% 6Y i YiR LMP 
C IN hW 
!=iNE)TT' T E N  
mDIO=mfiV+I 
GQ TO 3 0  
BID fF 
C 
C f?D.PJT ?liES>31 El' !El4 VVLUE 
IFCWJUST~ E H  
E*!PC=Q%F!O (20) 
CRL TtPH 
C W?tNYlf) MI BYTE 
mP I O = ~ ~ ~  
CFlLt WIJTIT(WIOI 
Ga TO a0 
EflD IF 
C 
C ELSE KT 1 SIT 
r n R N  
END 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
IS!%-II f%TaPII-?O \12, i COWIIRTI@I tY: WOC??EI VIlT FCkX ORLGINAL PAGE IS 
?eEcr WCI'LE t G C E ?  ?H 4N:YC$IN. CW OF POOR QUALITY 
C 
C PMJZ H I T S  FR USE3 TO WE55 MY ICF( M IIIPCIT C'D 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
!SIS-r I FNIRT~;$)I-BB Q. .I CQPP!L~T!@H QF RO~SH !.WIT RQCK OF POOR QUALIV, 
~ K C T  VW.~LE FWD rn :ri:xsrw. css 
C$?P!= 1hYClKEE) Bf: FORT40 :FI:'.KSIOU. FOR 
NBliOUTItE CLOCK 
C 
C CtOeK bVICRONIES THE YCS TO TIE TIIER # I T  
C 
C INPUTS: !3!E 
C Wrplfis: tEhE 
e w: NOMIllG 
C OSTlWS: tRTT.IIHj 
C rn1FlE: NO'MItiG 
C 't€RssECI: 1 0  
C 







/CON MEFt SIZE = 8835H 5jD 
\ YRPIABtE PXfI SIZE = BL%W 2D 
~MIt!Jfl SIm 5IE = NOZH 20 
33 LIIIES m 
ISIS-I I F1YV!!f-5tl V2 :! CO?PU.fiTICH iF PW2M 1.VIIT I?IFCtV 
M.;El=r YKd.;LE PLKED I H  : F i  > \ C I W .  OBJ 
I:GW?LE? IW'ECI 5Y - Fa?RTE'O :Fl.WIUJ. RR 
9iPFOUTItIE I!FCW 
C 
C TIKN ?EMS RE CrI) FF$C RID RWIS H LNIEK FFffiY 
C 
C IIIPUTS: HONE 
C MITPUTS: DtITA IH 4WFW 
C w: flr@ceu 
C mm: NTHIHO 
c noorciw cam GW 
C VERliIMi F 0  
C 
IRICIT ItITEGERL2 (Ft-Z) 
C 
IMEWI BITSiO)r WlW(?21 
C 
tlYi1CRLr-i LSITS(811 MI FI[!JUSTt PZZT, HJTOI H W L s  R'% CFLkRTr PI.-VfiL 
C 
ch'f:e~tcm~~qm, i 9 ~ , + s  FEET} WTO* rm*-, KPFL P.M PJRT 
C 
C Q W E R W a I T S r  tltJfW 
C 




SRVE PN?RK~, IWSYEii', /VHLV, /CPW 
C 




C BITSU)-?~,ACIIE LOMrO 
C BIT5i2)J WJUs'T, RTlE WiL 8 
C BITSI3S) WN/Ck RI. XTIK HIW, U W B  
C CN. KTIYE L?Ih t7 
C BIT,Fi4'> 'iL!Ei, XTlK LUY} 0 
': BITSiS)r FilrTO, ACTIYE LC% B 
C BITSI5)t FYItK'FL RTIK HIGH! rl.tililis 




W iFO 1 4 8  
BITS(I!=@ 
LBITS!>=, F L T  




C TLT IHPbTS 98 EEI  STfiTLS I1CF.E AS FFFhlPRIPF 
C 
ORlGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
5 
IF<EITSil\ En. O> FE1 




IFiBIT5<31 EiZ. B) KN 
C MLIKfllE MOM SWITCH SET 
C IF IN W KlClE Nl4,aIT TO WT 
m1'= m
C IF I N  WT9 GI? EWtlllB. tWES 







fF~BlTSi4~ EQ Ol REH 
C EET 9dIIITCH FREEQ 
R E G = .  Kl'E 
END IF 
c 
C TF RLW SNITCH ON 
L 
33 Mi= TRLE 
24 IF(8ITSk5) EQ 8) TEN 
C MOWTIC t9DE ! M T t H  PRESSED 
35 mC. WE 
36 WlDDE=l 
C REET TIK OUT UN C'Qrn': 
37 m?O=Y 
39 C.W. RIOV@~!Zmi)l 
3s Em 11: 
C 
40 I F ( S I T ~ ' ( ~  FIE a) WEN 
C IW = MHUR DI5tetE :%XI4 
41 ME)AJFb= In= 
42 BP!O@€d 
42 00 IF 
c 
44 PII) IF 
C 
45 IFIBITSI7) IiE 0) TEN 
C W k n  FflILLRE IR kWT WhN Cat1 39 \QLT UlfTFCL hIt.TPE 
L' MT h%=i 




49 9 0  IF 
CODE AKQ S I E  a u r n  ~ 4 1 i  
VPRIflBLE m SIE = WdH 4D 
WTMN nm SIY = W ~ H  4~ 
&\ LINE RE% 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOH QUALIN 
1515-!I Fq?RlW-S.c? Yl, i CPlQILRT!$II Cf PPWFY L'HIT I!tCW! 
9BTZC0 HIP,E WE9 1'1 *R:YCSIW QBJ 
t'CFPiiE2 !!WF= 3. FORfN .Fl:YES?W. FOR ORIGINAL PAGE 18 
OF POOR QUALITY 
% W ! N E  I ! M  
C 
c GETS A FE( IEURER mon r s  c:~ sv rt~hnrc WHTIN 
C 
C IWUTS. WE 
C.WIWT5: FIW WlK IH TEPIO 
C ELLS ~~IOCWI DSPI FOWT 
C CLrnS* rW)'FHfHO 
C KOlFIES. AW,irN!fl 
C WIFH F 0 
C 
IPLICIT INEGE&P (13-2) 
c 
tHTEEE+l H O P K ( r 3 ) r  XPLW(81 
IEIEEM CIB(bJ)r TMCm), F I3 f2 )~  FtB(21r KISi8)r  YtE(2) 
e 
PIPE?6IW N4rHi4) 
C CMmi W5(8) 
C 
~ ~ ~ l O R ~ I O ~ ~ N ~ ~ w a O ~  XI'(, ,CltliW 1, JlWOfiMFiWr5) 
C 
C01itW.'CO~F(CI& K I C I  P79 Tk3t PIh fi%J VClP
C 
SRM /OllWi, IWORX/ 
C 
ENSME ~ ~ ~ ( 5 1 ,  rw>, (roeti>,  ti" 
C 
C*CM w w ~ ~ * u C * i c r I * ~ w ~ x - * m  
C 
C INITIRIZE RqalrEIEPj fHl CLERR W WW 
C 
00 108 I d 4  
BNN(I1=8 





I C O L 4  
60 TO 2150 
C 
i8M CONTIttUE 
CPltL n1OCDU ~ ~ X R H i ) )  
C 
C T E E  IF E . 5 5  iEtlfERj LEV PPESa 
C 
IFiIlcWi4) 33.01 liO TO 3 0 0  
L 
C TEST IF NE;7 W ??5:'Eii 
IF+&Wti:l E9 0'1 
R11P1; tCOL+ikIC?K 
I%rwl'faC+L 4)  
ICHTd 
t4PGrlb'*t S& 
ti TO X09 
!w IF 
C 




M 2j.W I d 4  









C I Ili WET DIGITS 
1FIICOLLT 331 VEll 
J=?-Irn 
W 2289 IFLJ 





GrJ TO iW0 
C 
?am mTllE 





ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q!JA~,?*FY 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MER SIZE = NjHH 585 
VRRIRGE PREA S l l  = OQW HJ 
t9YItIM SINK SIE * #i3JH 40 
3 LItlES 
C 
C IWi*S: ItlDIDM WINTEIZ,MtTft 
C OlrlF'lJTS: W'JR RFlG f 
C CFltLS: MTHIIM 
C DmK: tK)rnIKG 
C M%lFIE. 9 8  
C W I U I ~  ?, 8 
c 
IHPUCIT ! M E W 2  iM) 
C 
BIl!Et&ICIH %CI'RT(lOr 2),9NTRBCIDt ZI 
c 




C(3~1HOtlr'IW TWIQ SINPHT, NMY118) 
C 
SRVE AiW/r KOHTWIJ ,iBRflGI 
C 
C * r ~ f f l m ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 * + * m * m * * w * * * m ~ ~ w * *  
C 
C TEST DATR 'FIIKT MY BID RCICES 
C 
I F ~ l E l ! P I O .  GT. FCCDfiTCSINPtrTt 2) 1 T P ! I  
TEMPID=RGCMTCSIN?NTI 2 )  
RK4?ti)SItP)IT 
R r n N  
EtiQ IF 
1: 
C TEST ;F479 fii:.RliIST flltIIMUP1 HID PROCESS 
C 
IFiTRIPID. LT, PC~L+lT?SItB~lTt1)) THEY 
W P  f D=RGCMTISIlRlT, 1, 
ERmR(i)dotsTw(PHT 
rnliZN 




QRIGINAL. PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAL?TY 
QR~GT~~Az: I*";; qk : ; 
1515-11 FCFTPPI-3 YZ, I WPILBTION w PPEPM VHIT IIPCIE OF POOR QUALITY 
il!.KCT FXdXE PtriCE9 I H  1f1:W;SlfP. GBJ 
cr7rPiim r t ~ ' e ~ ~ l r  S Y .  FMTM .FI:KSI~IP FOR 
1 %HWTI#E I!rPL':D 
1: 
C fWCll! IHFUTS TEE CID MTA VIR RRT BL MMROL V I A  PORT e2 
C 
C rtms: IN 
c OUTPUTS: cro MTR IN s ~ s  
C CPkLS: MICCID 
C tsm'fs: tWTHlHG 
C MOOIFIE: SIB 
C rn1Otl: i. 0 
C 
2 IWPLICIT IHTEGIB:! (k2) 
C 
3 DIE IS IDN S l%( l r )5~  SM(f9? 
e 
4 COFltiONi5ElMFl SI6,9!3 
C 
5 COldlC?ltF'dRK~ m!PIlrd SIHPHTJ N'~llrlY(I8' 
L' 
6 SFIYE !mI, AMW 
1: 
C * ~ W . ~ ~ ~ * C ~ ~ * L * * W * *  
C 





4 mL RICCID (W!O) 
C 




ISIEII MRrASH-tU ?2 i CWILAT!?R (f RQC.PH !'NIT IHPFY'  ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
05,ECT N0Jl.E PWCD IN :Fi:KSIMJ OBJ 
I:BV,:PILE? IHVCKD B! : FORT20 : Fi: VCSIh?. FOR 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SUePfiO?PtlE IHPFKS 
C 
C IHPPK ItHJTS IliF: FROM FJID R E M  PICK S I G W  YIA RRTS iL Gt'CtlT ?E, i2 
C 
C 1mJTs: Mi€ 
C WNTS- PICK DFlTfl IH SIB 
C CW: IliPUT (FORTRPH @UItIE) 
C rmws: t#)THItfi 
c MDIFIES: sin 
r: VERSION* F a 
C 




DIfEWICN SIP(IB), mIIW 
c 
COMgl/m/ 5 I B 91 
C 
CMWIMRKmPfO, SIIIPtll't DJtW (181 
C 
9'iE /SEHBUF/, MWV 
C 
C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 c M ~ W ~ * r *  
C 
W IHPlfT~H6H,l~ 
C ItNT POFT W I T H  4 PI% BITS 
C 
I=I, am am 
C 
SIB{7)=1. HD. N3H 
C 
SIB(8)=I. WID. MUl 
C 
IF!SI9I7). GT. O) SSB(ir=l 
C 
IF(SIBi8S. GT. 4) STEIN4 
ORIGINAL PAQE IS 
OF POOF? QUALITY 
SUEliWflHE GUTCRS 
C 
C WTCfG WFUl"i WE CRSXTTE WTPUT BUFFER TO TIE OIQITFiL CREEflE 
C V I R  PGRT ear 0% BR CONTROL PClRT 08 
C 
C rms, trow: 
C OUIPIIIS: W E  
C C M :  RINK 
C Ems: HOTHINO 
C HGDIFIES: tWlTHIHG 
C ~1~ L 0  
c 
IWICIT INTEEF32 (R-2) 
5 
IHTE- CIB($QIr KIBtB), 928i8)r TOB(m)~ PIP52)t K5[2) VC5!2) 
C 
~y?Y;,Ei25 a PqlbJm TI? -273V 
I= CFPLiTSt2) * 'KfiE? .S: l4CXJ: I!t ?LNK 
1: 




C T E E  IF Rib W BLOCK 64 IKtPDS 
IF(OPPhTS13) GE 64) @I TO iC0
C TEST IF MTR LU'l 1H MFFER 
C IF 0 M % I P  LE MITE WTfl 
IFCOPPNTS(2). GT, 8) THPl 
C 
DMrl)=i 
W C 2 1 4  
m6f OebTfiT IOPPtlTS(2)) 
C 
C CFIU. C6-Em I0 DRIVE? RWfIM 
G U  AIKEiTEIPIO) 
C 
C TtST IF =FOR CO)IDITT@i ETWNED 6Y FIINFIS 




Eta! IF  
C DID SEmID IF r tOFtiT51 
Edl IF 
6 DID FIRST If I <IOFCRSb 
RETURN 
C 
C PET ?OltTEI3 FO9 DFtTR EUm I.1P1IT OHE i!@EEC INTEFYJPT 
?UP C W S ( 3 ) = 4  
~!nREI 
m 
C G N  Rim SIH = W7# urn 
W1fiBI.E WE4 S13 = 8804H 40 
W#IHUtl SMX SIZE = BOO2H 2D 
87 LIHES REPS 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
0 Ffi'EM BFCR(S1 IH FROGWA WIT OUTCE 
ORIGINAL PAGE' 13' 
OF BOOR QUALITY 
ISIS-I I EQTGll-9 id2 i ;IOWILllT??H C f  RC@M W I T  P!!!C5P 
M E T  NiW Fl.9tE-1 iH *Fi:KSIOZ OSJ 
atmm IIWCW . FCRTN .fi:xs~ot FOR 
~ ~ ~ i t i E  WlDP 
C 
C MTDSP I I IT IWS 7-E D I 9 L R V  RE TO THE L 9  Dl,ePW N I T  
C 
C ItIWTS: tKlPiE 
c m s : t W  
C CRUS: FIImT 
C DERRWlj: ~ ~ I t L O  
c mrFrEI;: wrir~a 
c mrar t,o 
C 
IPLICIT IMTEW2 tkZ)  
C 
IFmb€Z+l CIB(#), K I B ( 8 ) r  I10Bt9)~ TM<i29!1 PIR(2): f W t S ! r  ?&E<2! 
C 




C p * P * * * ? w . w * * * * r r r * *  
C 




ClOE AFW SIZE = e087H 70 
Y W!m FRER SIE = BW 80 
W,3X!N!l STAN SIX = M02H 3 
25 LIHES PE9D 
ORIG1NP*L PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
L 9 E R O l l T I E  59WT 
C 
C SAYOAT im DRtR TO 6€ STEED GI4 CRSSEiTE INTO W!T€q 
C NR) SETS W W IHTEFS 
c 
C IllWiS: w. 
C W F U S 7  TRPE WTWT WFQ AND WIHTERS 
C TRLLS: HOTHItlG 
C mm:  IWTHING 
C rnfFIES1 T O B I N I M  
C @SIN 10 
C * 
2 IMPLICIT IHTEEW2 (R-t-2) 
C 
3 INTEGEM CIBiMh KIB(8h rdste>, TOE(Q31, PIBCZ), PCPI2h f lE l r2)  
4 1MTEKH-l TFMGi61 
C 
5 c o r ~ w ~ ~ c m  
r; 
6 CWtliCOHBWi CIB, KIB, NBJ TMt PI& POB, YO% 
C 
7 COtrnVSEHW SIHiO), EDBIiO) 
C 




iQ CONEfiNtUPSYEClWOK M E t T ,  OWY(8S 
D I ~ S ~ ~  (rtWiTii0) 
C 
E Q U I W K E  ( ~ T i i ) ,  TCB(iIlr (PWSilT), %WP! 
C 
5AYE lW!VlT/, rP@ftKi~ i M E C . 1  




IF(W!IT5(2!. tE 0) C9 TO lG@d 
C 
C L r n  sEt&OR WTCI (5 I W )  INTO rn 
M 100 I=2J 6 
WSDfiT(I?flB(I-i) 
i @ B  M3KIMJE 
c 
I: FMH = i 4 4 4 4 4 W W U i  FCR KqKIHG EECCRI, 
ChSEFlT(i)=XOFC3RI 
C CWJ WfiT(i) END FfI% 4 k1118B.S (NIEmi INTO IT 
E 
!F!Wi2). ti€ 0 )  CH,WT(i~=rX!hTti~. CR P,IEQ.?EIH 
C 
ORIGINAL PAQE IS 
IFiV1;Btii ti€, 0 )  CWCaTri!t~wufiT(i) (f?. OF POOR OtlALllY 
c 
C Fhi = liSiW4WBOill.l FLrF! t.5=PY.IM FEZ?? 






IFf mYIECT, E13 i) Wi 
TEP,MM#H 
ELSE 














l?t:Efl SIZE = B10Y 2580 
WIFrBLE 51Z = MEW €4 
M f I X I t w l  sTf6-K SIZE a Q B I i  20 
3" LIW W I D  
ORIdlNAL PAGE 13 PEE i 
OF POOR QUALITY 
i 9W!!NTItiE ThPIr;! 
c 
C ?FP!E MITEE THE TRPE W E R  
C 
2 SItICLIPDE(*Fi:+'CESIEHFOR) 
= C c # e # m - + * I m - -  
= C 
= C WS ~~ WORT' f!U[)CATl@I 
= C 
3 = IPLICIT IHTEER*~I-,(PZ) 
4 = I H T E a  CIB, KIUt CCB, T@BI PI91 WB Y[)B 
j = ItFTEE@I PKFEUFI PK)iBlF> PKFSWI ?WRY 
6 = IHTECER+I tWIPN16), TFLliGE6f 
7 = INKGEM E S P ~ L F ( ~ ,  to) 
= C 
8 = LNIC$!.tl fOPiEE(20)r BITYECiI6), SIMI:8!1 !I!%!'?!, CEW) 
9 = LClilCRL*l CCFIW<29)l ifFCTYil6) 
i9 = I.0GICH.d IEISTa WJV3Tt PEFFTI MIL WRt, FliFPL WT01 !WJFL 
= C 
12 = CWMCTER*4 FfiBES, EKi5E5il03 
12 = CWBCTEIW OSPCOD(IO1 
13 = CHFIRACEW MFCt C'OENI WS'W(iB1 
14 = QHMCW EF9J4:f C2011 NGiiEI28)s FUtITi.Ei2?! 
= C 
is = DIENSIGN WW,)II20), DEFPNT(8) 
= C 
= C CM!?fl %%I: fi.LDCR?IONS 
= C 
it; = CW+!WVCPW~TE~~I ?DJUST, PEETI MOI NFJ(U& PtiFRL FU?C CF!!!!FT 
= C 
i7 = C O ~ U M E S 5 B Z i  PF3be5~20) 
= C 
13 = CWllflIR&~7iUW!E 
= C '  
fi = COM%NR.SOYESt*M9E 
= C 
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10 1 p x h ( r * d . - *  c * I r * ~ * - ~ ~ - * 4 ~ * . ~ ~ t W . ) $ y y r r ~ ~ ~ * W ~ * - *  
ii; 
12 i SUtilZIXrTItE RIrn5F' 
13 1 
14 J AIflOP IS M DIPI,?? OORI'iEP IHTEFFXE RP. THE VOS 
15 ; 
16 1 
i7 i IHPUTSb MDFE5S QF MBti) I N  E t  P A I R  
18 i OliTWTS: MINE 
i9 r EW: Eb3NITR:CUTPT 
28 i DESTKIYS: F{TtS 
21 1 MM)IFIES: NOTHING 
22 i VERSION I !3
23 1 
24 AIOD9: 
25 Pih? 0 I m EC rHn0 STm 
26 RIP H 1 PMI I T  ItlTO K HIP. R2 E!ElWF.$' R ~ ~ C 5  
27 WI C,MH; 53 CtrPIRflCTERCWTW9IHC 
E 18 CFilL OUFT i C U  DIPLRY WIUF IY !!C!I!TISi? 
22 WP B i RECWER BC WIR 
SB ; TO FORTFAtl CPtLllki ROUItE 
3 i  i 
32 ] ~ # ~ ~ * n ~ x A * * * 1 * * k t ~ ~ a * i ~ : : ~ t * ~ ~ - r ~ . e t ~ ~ w * * * ~  
33 1 
34 i NERWTltE FOflWT / 
35 3 
36 r FORMIT Tl.Pj6 2 EX W E  IN NBI5,6! !flTO ECl! !N N5i5,dt 7,  P;l 
40 ; W: INN1TR:kXCC 
4 1  ; KSTROYSb R F/F15, K L 
42 i tK!DIFTES: tbTHIHG 
43 ; YERSIOH: L 0 
44 i 
45 WMAT* , 
46 WEH B i WSH E t  OM0 993 
47 FOP H i PLY WMLS INTO K PAIR 
48 IM H 1 SEl K TO WIN TO P05i81 
49 It# Y 
50 I?lX H 
51 PUSH 8 I SALT EC M R E S S  QF NP(51 1!FtT*l ST?Cl' 
C 52 MiL FORfrQ i EFLL ?ECO@l% WlrTIHE 
53 NP B ; B C K  POTHlE? TO NCICS! 
54 IItR 9 ; E E i  et To 9i:m WE 
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$014 2 55 KX H ; HCW K -i TO MHz) 
Bet5 l:DG,CBO G 56 W FORNd5 i E f U  OECODfflG WUTIHE 
oaid c9 57 ~ ~ R ~ ~ R H T O F N ~  
59 1 
5? FOfZn85: 
WQa 8 WBJ G€TI:(BO 
%FA 5i 61 HW D l f l  i SAVE IH D 
m i 9  PW 62 Mi @FH I KEEP LO= NIEBLE 
NiD c'Q?MB E 63 CRlL WKt ; DL!. MYITOR W, TO KC11 
H20 17 64 IG H i RORE R5CII ItITO EClB 
m a  65 DCX H I Mb'E K -i IN M1B 
&I22 7fl 66 WhD;  E l F R O M O  
W F  67 EC 
c 3 ~ 4  OF ~8 KC j iaip WPER N I ~ ~ E  
0025 CJF 69 RRC 
6826 8F 70 R e  
0927 CEO300 E 71 cRu HEWC I C U  NNITDR TU ECII F.@UTltlE 
@@?A T: 72 MY LFI; STCRE RSCII (fiL) 
m 2 ~  1:3 n RET ; RFTUF.~ TO FOWT cu 
74 1 
75 ; ~ ~ ~ * r w * c r * t f * . h r * T m . . * * 1 J . * V W * *  
?6 1 
n I ~ROC!T IHE  WWIT 
75 I 
79 i FPIJTIT PUTS A BYTE INTO lI%lW FPOn Fr3RFRY iPBE) 
88 1 
; I W 5 :  13C -> TEMIO=HM)R,BYTE 
82 J rjllTWIS: MNE 
83 i W: NOTHING 
84 i 0ESTRINi R F/FtSr BC 
85 ; tlOD1FIESs MMORY AT NOR 
86 i VMIOH: i 0 
87 r 
63 WLPUTIT' 
@NC WI 92 LOAX B i GET %C4? EB 
am u7 9 W L A  
H2E 03 9 IN0 ; WIHTTO L5B 
6dS %I 92 URX B i GET MSB 
0030 67 93 my K A  
94 ; HL -> M I O R Y  R3TCf.I MCa 
%3i 93 ST I!& B I PC -) E Y E  
0032 M 26 W B ; RCC = BYTE 
w33 77 97 w lcfi ; 5n BYTE 1H F$fl 
Mid C? 98 wT 
! 9 t  
.1@a ENi) 
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10 J ~ ~ * ~ I c c ~ J c X u ~ ~ * * ~ ~  
ii J 
i2 FZ WRMIHE RtOCIO 
13 1 
14 i HIOCID 15 THE I W T  NIYEP, FOR TI!! SIP INIT 
15 ; 
16 1 INPUTS: l?WRE55 G TDPIO IH EC 
i7 i QUTFWTPUTS: CID M T R  I N  I€F!PIO 
i9  I C~LLS: IflTHIM 
i? : DE-m: RFr'F'S 




24 J GET f W R  M: - 'IWIO 
am 6s 25 MOY LC \ 
mi 59 8 MOY LB 
Nfl2 8 2 3  27 IH a3jH ; MTCH CClWT 
8004 M3Z 26 I N  9?H I t?€>T TO ST;TART CCWT 
Bas tit31 E I N  83iH i f WT b'B 
M#8 47 30 MY B,A i FUT ttS8 INTO 8 
W09 W30 3i  ItI 03M ; GET EB 
MBP ItF 32 ltOY C, R j WT INTO C 
33 J H1 FH#I WIIITS TO WPIO FCR STWE 
HOC fi 34 M-V bC I PUT L5B RT TEIFIO 
t?P# C 3 IIIY H ; HL=HLti 
W 78 ?6 W FL B ; PUT KB FIT TQ1?!0 +? 
37 ; 
%%F CS' 38 ET ; RETUM TO FORTFBI 
39 1 
40 1 ~ ~ ~ * j r J l * X S r * * I ~ * I ; 1 : 3 : c * x i L m  
41 i 
42 i SliBIiOUTflh hIOVOT 
43 ; 
44 I AIWOT IS M %-VE DPIiEl? I0 WTINE 
45 i 
46 i IHPIJTS: WDRES CF CWTE IN EC 
47 i OUTPUTS: WYE CQNTRCL BITS TO PCRT 2 r s Z + S E  
43 1 C F ? u :  MTfllMG 
49 ; E5FWS. R F/F'S 
50 ; tWIFIES: TWPIO 
51;  W I W F 9  
52 ; 
52 flIW131'. 
Mid !E?F 3 .t!I %SF+ i CE!?R FCC - OUTPUT = BQHilll 
472 
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L?r: MJ LINE 9ME 5TBTD9IT 
55 OUT 66 i %NO TO CLEM P X T  BITS . 
56 WSHB r W T I K  
57 POP B - 
58 WI b832 i LO20 I B I T  TO PFEFT LIE FOR ME SHOT 
59 WT 86 i SafD BIT TO W I T  - OUTPUT @ 8 i B U  
a PUSH B 1 W~E tr* 
61 POP0 
62 IN1 R0FH i SDlD 888QU. i  
63 WBb' 
64 W5H B I WrT TIM 
65 WPB 
66 HYi RMFH i LORD TRIGEX e1T 
67 O U T 0 6  rEND69W 
68 WB i HASTETIE 
69 W P B  
70 MI R0FH ; CLEW BITS 
7i OUT 06 i WD 0 8 W  
72 i 
73 LbRY B j Ce7 C9'fTE FQR GUTPUT 
74 H1I 0M i lIEEP LM HERE 
75 WT t!3 1 TrnSMITT TO WYE RIW 
76 ; 
77 KT i RWI TO FORTFAN 
78 i 
, * , . , , . . . . . . . . , , , . , , , . , . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
lrB i 
81 i SU9RWTIIlE flIW 
8 2 ;  
03 ; FlIW I5 TI% CPSm WrPUT DRIW, Ik7UTIt.IE 
84 i 
85 ; IHPNS: WERE9 CF lEWI0 IN E t  
86 i m s :  MTR TO mSm 
97 ; w: tUWItKj 
89 j DESTROYS: FL WF'St  B, L'r b E 
E j tWIFIES: IIOMItG 




N ; cu A ~ C T R ~  ~ V I O )  
95 i 
516 ; TEIFIO = 16 BIT NTfl 11ORD 
97 ; TEPIDcl = CONTROL FUN WE 
W ; TWI0+2 = @!?OR FL% BYTE 
93 i 
iD3 CSCKn EQU OH ; HULL COMRX E Y E  
iBi Q3K EW L! I L%,~TE M SIFITUS 
102 UEOT EN W j CEEiTE PEOT ST9lllS 
103 COUl?l EQU .UH ; HW WIIT PORT 
184 cOtm EGrJ RH : LEB UUTPU RWT 
iG5 %FIT E N  @H ; STFITUS MRT 
186 CCHn E2U NH ; WNTRK m.9T 
107 QX:tllL EliU W i IvIRITE COHT.% ?YE 
198 VCHTL FG'J 2H i FWJMD ~XtlTWL FYfE 
ins ; 
LINE SOWk'E ~fiTDtEHT 
US i STRTUS WE D? a MT. PEOTi 01 - P7 EpN5 
iFi fiIOCRS: 
u R Perm TO WIO WDRE~S 
113 LOW 6 i GET EB CY MTfl 
U4 W L A i  P U T I T I H E  
ii5 W S t t S i  =MBCDHSTm 
ii6 Ill% B ; It- 6 TO 
Ft7 M B I  GETm1NToHCI: 
ii8 MOY D f h I  PUT I T  I H D  
i C€ W MTR CEWIO) 
i M 8  t WIHTTOCOHTliOLBME 
121 tDFUIB i ~ L ' O H T R O L ~  
IHX B 1 R3IN ec TO EF.!aR FLAG RTE 
i23; 
124 ; TES! !tPUT CMRN W E  FOR RlHCTIr3H 
@I '3iH i m IF MMiOL = i 
i26 n CWRITE I IF EQW GO TO WIE 
Q7 PI 022 i TEST IF CDmOL = 2 
JZ CFRm J IF EQW 50 TO FCWJ 
129 l#I &Q# ; 593 ERROR = 2 FOR IMW CPFfiPdltl 
138 JW CEXtT ; WIHED CE!GITION r EXIT 
i3i r 
132 MITE: 
133 I N  CSTFlT i RWD STATE iW 
134 MI BIH r I:T?L AU. KIT eEOr PIT 
135 CPI CBK i TEST IF 9WUS OK 
135 JX &ERR% I IF ERRMZ GO TO ROCES 
i j 7  WKJY iEE I ET L9 INTO KC 
iI8 CUT CWL j SD%) BYTE TO PORT 
i.39 m3Y RD I G€T It153 INTO fCC 
148 ON CWR( ; OWUT BYTE TO N R T  
141 HI RWHn i El MITE COHTHL 9YTE 
142 WT CCNTL ; SEHD TO Clltm?.OL WRT 
143 i HOLD STMT PCW FOR i 0  bTC (flTN1 
144 MI BEH ; ET CMPIT IN hL'C 
145 UMP: KR A ; DECl?€HEHT GWTER 
146 JE U03P r IF H3T ZQO LC@ 
i.17 MI RCSCHn ; SEND W COM: TO C%-ElE 
139 W f m ;  SEEIDTOmNmmT 
149 H Y I R O ;  LOtY,iERUFORER?ORM 
150 JW CEXIT 
151 ; 
152 G!WD: 
153 IN CSTRT ; TEST STRW 
154 FtNI B l H  I KEEP EEOT B I T  
155 CPI CGEOT ; EcF IF B OR E (X TWE FLIX 
156 JZ CERROR j IF IEOT LM ERmF 
IS7 .WI R CFCIITL ; LOP9 mmPO EVE 
158 WT UR 
159 CRCL tl5EC"i 
isa MY1 Rd 
161 OUT KHn 
irjZ RP KiIT 
ia i 
!64 cEcrEcrw: 
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ie  j ~ W # f ~ * * ~ * ~ W * # * * t h * W  
U J  
12 i SUeROuTItE FI1m (I, J) 
i3 J 
14  j RIW IS TIE RiD MHMRTER I/D MI\'EFt RMIE 
15 i 
16 t INPUS: K, rx mms m ~ t i m  
i f  i LWTFUTS: MTR I N  iDE) 
i8 ; w: MmlN 
19 ; fiTRWS: RFtFfS 
28 ; t!WlFIO: W 
a ; WIM: i. a . 
2 j 
23 AILW: t ( S I M ,  TMPIO) 
24 ; 
25 'i BC POINTS 10 S I M  - WML #I N P?!E T0 STmE LCC9TIQf 
25 1 
NO0 C5 27 W M B ;  5fh€FCONSTACK 
hW- m 28 ? 9 E H D ;  5EKMSRK 
We2 E "?W RX 6 ET ME OF OISIM) INTO A 
Dl03 3 30 KR R ; 5Ef WINE? -i TO 0-7 FRM I-e 
DQM !El 31 DI J DISPBLE NTERWTS 
0005 2GM 32 WI K H i  i >tl IF TIE CUT LW 
Me7 93380 33 WT Wh"TR i Zt@ LM SLECT TO tR4 CUTPUT KSISTE? 
HBJ CPX00 C 24 CPfL MITSB 
3s MC05: 
25 36 DCR H ; MCREtENT CW 
dP@@ CCRi:@rJ C 37 JZ WGO ; IF TIE LW MIT LW . 
0eia 39 IH EPWIP I WPLE m F3HE 
C4l2 E6N 39 MI 8BH; TEs7 66 
M i 4  CWOO C 48 JZ WE i IF HOT % ! Y  LW 
W7 bY4 4 i  KCGO: Jil HPWi i Cn ttSPfE 
hY9 E6W 42 MI WI i KEEP I2 BITS 
LW 47 43 MY e , ~  ; sm IN a KG 
MlC EH5 44 I N ) 8 M j  W t L  6YTE 
WL i;? 45 STPX I, ; STCE HT W I O  LC9 
tW FS 46 EI I FE9W.E IHTEPWTS 
00s 78 47 w ha I ~5 H S . ~ ~  INTO t? 
921 ij 44 IWX D ; iT FINEX TO b!57 QF *!?ID 
Ni .Q 49 0 s TIE flT W!lQ 158 
@Z EL 29 POP D ; TETtlFtE CE 
~ 2 4  CL 5i rn a ; UTCRE EC 
W25 5.2 XJ 7 FEfl.i.W Tr) FCRTRdH 
5?: 
476 :&! $ ~ ~ q y ~ * t q ~ ~  
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ISIS-IT 5910/50e5 ?t%Rl %Z?.Wr 'i3.5 VCCIE PP22 :1 
?5 IWim: W1 810RH ; LCi% WIT FQR 5? EEC Oci* 
56 iinlTCC: XR B 
C S? JHZ IMITDC 
58 PET 
59 1 
68 W . W  EN t4H I PX MIA i. 
6 1  IIPXME EN Rli i WX DRTR 2 E5 WRT 
62 WXDTR EQU MH i ,W. N(TM KEISTER t!E4 B? FKT 
63 MIP EN W 1 HPX FTflNS IHPUI PEGElE? E Y  8l KRT 
64 i 
65 i l ~ . c m * w * * + * ~ ~ * *  
65 j 
67 1 WBRWIEE NETIT (11 J) 
69 1 
69 1 mIT. TRKEfj TI!! HEX mE=S OF TEE310 IN 6-c w 
70 i LORDS TI% MLE HID PUTS IT It1 VE) 
71 t 
2 I IMWTS: R,DE 
7? i NTPUiS: bIES HLUE IH J RT (E! 
74 J CALLS: tHMItE 
75 ; W J K :  RF/FtS 
96 i MDIFIES: WPfO 
R W I M :  FB 
79 i 
79 mIT: 
80 UW 6 1 LO% R ItIITH ( 9 0  
Bi iWLFt i  sTCl(iErn I H L F W P E M W  
82 IFIX s 1 1~wt=t=3li ec 
83 LWX B ) LOPP R HIM ( e o  
84 i*blY H, Fi j STME I N  H PI25 FOR PCLN TO S!?lPHT 
65 i K IS FtMI!?ESS TO GET FCC3 D l 9 ' E Y  
e6 FW Rflr LW A bl~TliMTfl1 
97 IM D t WIN DE TO DXCfil FOR FQFMT PKK REYEEE 
S3 STRX D ; STME DRT9 4T (M) 
S3 CC< Q i DEUE?BlI C4 10 DOBf 5) FilR ElEXT eYTE 
$0 IIR H ; IHCEEHDtl l!L 
91 MY IZ N ; LOW fi NITH MtTR 2 
9 SfiX D i SIN RT iE) 
33 REf 1 ETWH TO FORTPAN 
9 4 ;  
*" . . . . . . . , .  . ..-. -,-. . . . . . , , . . , . , , . , , . , , . . . .  . 
$6; 
97 1 sLW.WINE AlOITZ 
98;  
39 r RIOIR fHITItXIE5 TtE IM INTERFIXES 
1DB r 
1& ; IWJTS:  M E  
is;! : CUTPJJTS: Mots 
183 1 W: t4THIflG 
PM ; EETMYS: P.4 FiF'S, B C I  DL hL 
ie5 I tHDIFIE5: tlO#)THING 
106 ; VFSIM4: FB 
lrJ7 j 
I09 flIOIT2: 
109 Dl i DlSFtELE IElmlt?TS 
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ii2 WI 07 1 ME!. 
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i i 4  rRrl es I L % r n  
115 OI[T bYi 1 CRSm 
116 WIYI RBWI r LW W. OMS (tlEWT1YE LOGIC) 
117 OUT 03 I P A  MYE5 
ii8 HI FLOFBH i RK) @WU 
W GUN i P P m L  
L2 J 
I C I U  Wb IHITIFILIE 
c u.2 C w . ~ l r r  
123 1 
i2; . 
iZ7 I bm tP 118s 
9853 CB15 L8 IH 63% i 5'ff E TO bIS CC?YtT 
Kf5 DB3: 1s IN B?3H i LFlTCH WTA 
W57 W32 QB It1 r MW SYSTEl 
lji l 
8955 C9 i 3 2 ~ r ~  
i33 , 
134 j ----** 
a5 I 
136 i WRWTItE WIT2 
137 1 
i38  i WIT2 ItIIT1kIi:ES M MTfl T W E U T I ~  P - 3  
139 ; 
ilie mrn. ; DITRY WIHT 
i41 ; 
OEti IEQF 142 WI hWHi LOW)WRTH,E!&EQ 
1XX 0112 143 CUT WDCP I bULTlPWOR W U T  CMTFDL PRT 
PO; 144 WI R97H ; D1SM.E IIIIERRUPT 
0669 0162 W5 WT IFXOCP I LUX WT COHTEM PQRT 
MS2 3EiF 146 IUI R BCFH I LOFQ fVRT 6, HOPE 3 
8464 D383 i47 WT ttPWP i NJLTIPLDIOR 5TRM CI)HTRL WPT 
a366 SEFF i4d W l  ROFFli 1 b R  FCR IMPUT BITS 
OW 033 149 Cllrf MCP ; 
IE97 158 WI Fl , DM ; DISBLE ImWTS 
906C 0381 151 WT HPXSCP 
WT fl i52 ; REilH 
153 i 
154 W W  E@J IJZH 1 83 ti3 FQR t:?X TflT CCMRR F R T  
155 WXCCP E6U H W  i E KX FOR !!PY 171.V WNPQL P F T  
is I 
157 ; *; : ' ' ~ ? ~ * H * * * t ~ r h C ~ I *  tt*- 
158 1 
i59 J RIBRWTIHE 1UIR 
163 : 
i6L r CUIR ItIITIfLKE5 TIE T I 9  VlITf c? tG%L .:7;5:T!CdI 
162 ; 
W23 163 UCHT E:J i L?C% MlFFO- pP?QT 
478 i S 4 i  
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228 PJiI TH j MsK tUH E515THil NIT 
2 2  ; mT 1F Fgtl !EM OR W13WE 
222 MY ER i 5RYE I R J T  Ill E FXQ 
a MI MH I tw wxm wwise TU SEE F.Y PIT 
224 PI 04H i TEST IF ON 
C 52 CWGO I TEST IF  E M  (ON) WD JUW TO 60 
2261 m1mTEm 
E? m3Y RE r RESTORE INWT 
2 8  HI @HI i 8886i0if 'EST Wr PSf, R-J FITS F N  @H 
229CPIW i 
W B  i6PB 232 WI Dl0 I CUM RRrj I N  D 
WD a 233 tw K E 1 rn HOTI mo r t ~ t r r  IH H pea 
WE C29584 C ' 234 JtrP CDW ; GO WK RM, C@NllM PW 
, US J 
WCl 7A 236 &4 RD i TESt R P C  I H  I! 
EC2 FE90 237 CPI 0 
MC4 CfiCNB C 233 JZ CDMOX ; IF F!.E WED 60 T0 LtPtY;Y !ITS 
MC7 C39EBO C 239 JtP CDUPS 
240 J 
~ C F (  5€ 241 UNGQY: tYfY LP ; ME HTR TO E IF Clih IlNE 
242 WO: 
N C B  7B 243 MW W E  ; m@PE INPUT 8EFrJPE 0 
B6CC F5 244 WSH E4 I 5f1K i! HiD FLNS 
~ r t )  ~5 245 WSH B ; PUT WWS IN K 
ONE E l  246 WP H i YIfl STW 
MCF i6Ff 2447 MY1 D J W H ;  Ei D TO jilliF?.TRE 
DBM I E ~  218 @!I La; SETETOtiftB@e8B FEE5 
mCi3 BE% 2451 1fr'I CJS ; LOR3 C l4IM 8 CWNT 
BBD5 i F  256 CDLk35* MR I ROTRE KC iHTO M (RIGHT) 
W06 C 251 JC COUTRIJ ; IF BIT W Nl TO ntllE (CRRY OH !MA) EEE FDTE) 
net+ n 3 2  w K E ;  TOR: , F P ~ ,  IN ~ w ( s )  
OHM C?iL.=BB C 253 JRP CaLWR ; fif! TO CMlT TEST 
00M, 72 254 M)tflW. MY tL D ; STCZE . RjJE I# W f r ! S  
%!C OD 255 r;DiKR: NR C ; MFaDlOfT COLTEJ! C 
@3DFCK6B0 C 256 SZDl0041 W N E U e I T S  
WX2 22 257 ItlX H ;  K = ta+i 
;)BE3 C3D5W C a8 JtlP tW6 i LOUP MK FOR tUi H T  
259 @UW: 
WE6 Fi 2€4 PCP R'W ; EOE3 ItFUT BITS 
OBEi EM4 261 MI BHi I KEEP RM E f T  
00E9 FEW 262 CPI 84H ; TE5 'IF WN KH 
0OB W10B C 33 J'Z CCWM0 ; SIB CHIT !F KlIH IIWE 
6VEE C04W E 261 t#U L5C3i ; I@IT FOR 9ITM EE!OlM:E 
265 CWD1om 
Hi B 266 WSH H ; P U l  ITiii3R55 MY. !H 
9%F2 Ci 267 M P B ;  ECYIRETPICY, 
N F ~  E 269 P .  mcr TO FQRTPJA 
269 : 
N63 278 CL?EE EQU I!ZH : PY9' VI? RPLlERTE EET 
9Ct34 171 Dlr?tP EQU N U  : P C 5  3 W? f:I\ !tPQT 
kW6F 272 CDW EQU %FH ; FOP BJi T E T  
5 M 6  273 CW'U EQU <:I ; PS'kT 6 FM! CEU LPTCH CEF 
480 274;  
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552 1 
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554 1 
555 i UTILITY IYJJtllJES 
555 r 
; ~ h ( r : h r * * ' ~ ~ C * : r * . w w ~ C c * * - t : ( r *  
558 ; 
$59 ; WTION: CM - m9 DISW 
56a ; IHWTS: m 
561 ; GUTWT5: ME 
5 6 2 ,  CALLS: CUTPT 
543 j GERl4Es". RBIC~D,,ELLF/F'S 
554 ; DESiRIPTIOEI: UEI?R 55?5 5LP.HK LWPP,RC?EE TO fQM TFL FL+F.CP FIX1 
565 J DATA FILh r3F DTEP! !F TEE CtOT FLqB 
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93i r lW5: MXE 
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633 r - 0 OTIWEE 
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$41 ; RND THE FUKTIDII RET!RK TF!k 
H'2 i 
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kW2 FEOC 845 CPf WE%-1 j tdE POINTER POINT TO L P 9  FECISTS ' 
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DZ7 3C 847 I N R  A i NO - ~ V t W E  MGISTR POff i lEl  
02% 32FD3 898 STA WTR J SFIK REGISER POINTER 
0 2 8  C30f03 849 JtIP REYT r PETLM TIN€ 
859 i 
85i 1- , .  W ~ ~ J I $ M ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~ X . ~ : I I ~ ~ C * * ~ * * + : ~ * F * Y % A ~ Q ' C ~  
852 3 
$53 ; FI18CTI!lN- #T?T - OUTPUT CMRRCTEfiS TO OIFLFY 
854 i I W S :  
B5 J C - M ? X T E R  WUFT 
856 i HL - tW@RE55 OF CFPeWTEE TO EE -1tlFUT 
857 i w: MTHIM4 
I ESWfS: F~BILD~EKLF++'F'S 
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bW ; Gf THE C W T E F i " j  IS R E C l E \ U  RS 94 t?FMENT 
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02% EOi E65 HVI L ?  h CLEF3 E TO 7 FOR 33l CHPPCTZ W5ITIYI 
F?. 55 064 CKTTDS: MY D, N 1 lUHD CHRWEQ IH iHL1 
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UP4 ii' H6 K, E i KCREHUT E FOR WSITI?H iWT 
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803 1 
H9 i FlRICTION: FIM(GD - m wm 
8% i I W S :  IM 
89i ; OUTWj: H - MWCTER RERD ERM E'tBPH.QD 
852 i C U :  MTHING 
533 i MSWS: hKLNF'5 
894 1 CSSCRIFTfON: W6D DETERMINES I4-ET.W OR tKlT VBX IS fl C,U!K?E? 1!l
5?5 1 TIE IW WER I F  NOT, THE Fl'FP:TIC+l E)I!?EES 
856 1 I H ~ U P T S  PN L ~ P S  UNTIL RIE IIIPOT INTEPEFT 
897 : i?VUTlE STcW f l  CHRflCTES It{ TE fl!FFP. tkEtl 
8%;  THE BUFFER CCNTRIHS R CHWNTER, ME =llfKTIOY FLP!iS 
8 3  1 M BUFFER Fh' UIPTI' FLND EETUEK RE CHPSFlCTiF 
9 3 ;  FIS WWT. 
m l 
%2 mm: 
9 3  i -- 
9 4  ; W N  7303 mm INfw r%lYEF! 
9 5  WH 0 j 13iM I(EYBOPRI18Y EMKIN 
936 W5H B I BE CMW HT R TIE W 
937 ; 
$98 WI D J G P H  ; LOOKINO FOR fi EY CL0N.E iq%iB@ 
939 11YiCM: MOV R D 
9 0  &C i WTflTE R !,EFT W -ST MH 
9u HOYDbh; S ~ % I F r n F i i f T E P A  
5-u fiti1m; r n I N R O a 8 U l l i i  
3 3  OUT laCW I PORT tld 
3 4  IN mM I PORT CIB 
9 5  %I 3FH i RND TH ii M W  
516 JFE WCOL 
917 WLAi LOADEHIW lW 
9 8  CALL H C 2 0  i k#IT 20 IEEC 
Yi9 IH mmt ; r n T  c4 
2 0  MI IFH f MD IN A 8 8 W  
Ei Wtfi E ; EOR E INTO KC 
,922 J)P WCOC ; IF NOT 5flE IWRE PJD HEXT LXLVY 
923 LYl 618 I EtWi 6 t  
9 4  Em ft D i LOW PRmH 
9% CMClf?: RE? i COWQT CQLW DUTPUT TO H COUNT !: 
926 JC i W N T  i JIM OCI t'KW TO i?@M COUNT 
$27 IHR B 
9x3 Jv CNCtR 
9E EVLNI: MY Ft E r COWEIZT WN !WT fc7 fi W!NT 3 
$38 FUR 
331 IM! C 
$32 JG EKJXIE i JNP CIH C R G !  IO EXWE 
93; m 3xv+i 
334 DICW. i<R C , ECRB!EHT F E O I E ?  1: 
'ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF 'POOR QUALITY 
82N 78 935 MOY R B  I ;om KC I ~ I M  ~ 0 1 1  
ezfi r.q;~g:, 936 $2 MMIT 
52FJ G9-4 931 WROU: ADI 84H i IF J. FE 0 W1! Jtfl !# OF COW 
EFF! QD 918 DCR C 
om m832 939 N WOW 
940 mIT: 
02: FS 941 PUS-! PSbl 
mE5 $42 PUSHH 
0 3 0  CEi03 9 3  CW. tEEC2H 
8383 E 9 4  POP H 
0304 F i  945 FWPSW 
0305 C1 ?4 W P I RESTORE F(U. PEGISTEE 
9306 Di 9 7  P3P D i WP SlRCK F@?. LX 
0307 C9 948 R E T i  RETURN 
449 j 
; ~ * ~ * ~ ~ * w * * -  
951 1 
952 j NNCTION: ETF - El?JW FP2E 
553 ; IWTS: NHE 
5 4  1 WTWTS- CRRRY = 0 ( F E E )  
555 ; Cu: FNTItItIG 
956 ; ESRWS: C R ! !  
$57 ; WCRIPTIOFI: RETF I5 J U i  TO BY 'nlKT1OYS \1I5!!Mi TO FETYPN T ! ! E  
158 ; RETf E,WS WW TO 9 132 EEW'IS T@ TN @W OF 
3 9  i RE ROUTINE INbWItffi RETF. 
%0 J 
961 m: 
a308 37 $42 S r C  j SET CFW TRbk 
i33W 3F %3 CIZC ; O1MPLEnEHT CWY TO IT FkT 
03'H C9 964 RETiETWl 
?65; 
966 1 lw#H-**m:* 
967 ; 
B ; NNCTIM RETT - RELIRH R U E  
359 ; INPUTS- NONE 
970 I OUPtIIS: LWRV = 1 (TlitF) 
3 i i  ; CALLS: tKiTHIHG 
372 i D E W '  CFRRY 
973 i ECRIPTIM: RFlT IS JlJ!IFED TO BY ECUTIm I4ISYIHG T@ P.ETLPII TRL'E. 
974 ; !XTT 9 3 5  W.Y TO 1 PM EWWS TO THE MLE? OF 
975 ; M FxIul-TItE ItMKIM KrT. 
976 ; 
3 7  Rm: 
9308 57 978 STC ; sE7 @RRY fECc 
630C C9 979 RET ; RmRN 
950 j 
9 1  ; ~ ~ Y ~ * . ~ - H ; M ~ * W *  k* b c r r m v  )d r b* 
9 2  ; 
$93 ; F-'UNCTII?Hm ELK - rXT EGIsTS? A Y E  LQCfITIOH 
$34 ; ItIWTS. )MEIE 
535 ; OJTPUTS. K - FEGISTE 5NE LkHTIGN 
9% i IXU.  W.X3MItfi 
987 ; CemS. Eo CHr L F I F 5  
9 8  ; ECRtPTtONm RMK 5EF-PlIS RE .'AYE LLQMTI?!~ CF PE cEC!F5? 512 9; INaICflTEE 9Y N CLWENT FEGIbFE? P!IYF " F F f  
$9 : 
99i RGWC: 
9% MD RGPTR ; GET REGISTER FUINTR 
593 MVI ) 1 8 t  ( I N H k L .  
994 L!I BJ RGTBL I GET PECISER SM 1WtTI@I TEE WPE5 
93s W B I  WlhKR I IYM;YESTW 
MY LH ; rn LOU ~ E R  BYTE LF REGISTE SHE Lrc. 
g?-! WI tt(RfUtjT SHR 8) J G€f HIM MU)-EP.BYTE PF 
998 i AEGI5ER SRVE LCCHTIM 
99 mi m w  
10H ; 
ie@i j p p & * * m * * + * C . + ; b r w * t  
im ; 
1883 i FUNCTION: RGWA - 0 IW.Y  REGIm HWE 
1VW ; ItiPUTS: tUE 
1005 'i OUTPUTS: WE 
iaO6 J LXLS* L'tlTT 
1887 M>ROYS: h 01 C, Ih L tL L FiF'S 
1888 i EXRIFTIOII: R@I?!l DDISPLF'fSr IH  THE mPFEE5 FIml i?f: t!G O?ISPLW. 
1889 ; 9E FlillSTEi? NAFE CCi?FEEPl?rt?ltl~: TO W I  CUFJ9IT 
1012 mtm: 
f0i3  W RGPR ; El PJGISTER POSIFTER 
iM4 MI H, B 
10i5 DFO H ; MLTIPLY POIWER WtLUE 8Y 4 
iOi6 DM H ;!IRElilm NPK T A N E  HE 4 BYE EHTR!ES> 
1017 LYf B, t M I L  ; GET WORE55 ff 5T%T OF REGISTER NBE TW-E 
iM'J Wd 3 ; PX - FW TP&E M@F!ESS TO PClYTER 
i 0  W ; ,WDRESS OF WFRQFRIRTE .EQISTEF! IFJIE !!I H & t 
l@2Y WI I l r  4 
i 6 2 i  RL Wl' ; OUTPUT REGISTER W E  TO WE'S F l u  
!a22 KT ; RETURN 
i023 ; 
iQ.024 : ~ ~ ~ * C ' * ~ W r J : t I * *  *$'+*;irw 
it725 ; 
i825 ; F ! A C i I O ) I :  ?SOP. - F E S T N  USE!? PEGISTEE 
i827 1 IWUTS: 
1825 i NTFUTS: M E  
iQ23 j t'U: MTHIlfi 
1636 i DEYSTRUW: fl BJ C, 0, G h L FfF'S 
i03i i E C R f P T I O N :  KTGR KSTWE W-t BV EGlSTEE, FLIPm(jFS, 
i@32 j ~ ~ P T  STflfl-5. IIHTERWT 1'5% TRK P9IHTEP 
1033 ; f$D F R ~ ~  MLUMTW RCti E I R  FLCPEiTIYE % W E  
i024 ; LOLYITIGNS i M  HERW. EY MSTORIHij THE PkI'il?&! 
ie35 ; WHTES~ T~!E ROUTINE ~ C T I V R Y  TF.F STEE OI~T~Q!. TI) 
1035 1 TE MPPES I H  F E  PPXPM NUHE9 9 Y E  LCCflTI*!N. 
1937 i 
1Q38 ; TE TIF!?IG B PI5 PtUTI!IE IS l:PiT!9i. TO F! 
193: ; tr?RF!El:T ?FF!?T!nN CF TFIX EI'ELE 5TE? P2Ul.E 
$34'4 . IF &lY t?QbIFlC3TIT!ON f i-SlGES TEE !i!!i.EL? M CFU 
.lit4i : 5 i A m  t t E Z 9 ~  iW.&UTE T?!t 2iQTIH E!! TiE 
11442 ; T I E  Y&LE .W E 4CIJKRi3 EY L?E 5FJ!S!E: tIV!!SEP. 
j.043 : 
iW : k:. ?.* 1215 IS M2lj ?E ENW FBTHT FC?? ?HE TTY KYITCR 
ORIGINAL-~AGE~'~S 
OF POOR QUALm. 
1045 ; TO =OF:E F.EGIflE!%, 
it46 i 
1047 FtTiQP. 
OZfl 3 f W 9  i 0 4  L!Xl IS# ; KEX: INTEFWT PtXi 
93X E t i Q  1049 WI 18H ; WE ZTTINt IMFiZRVPT E K  I%D 
id33 i /ES€! IY3C RIP ROP 
9333 30 1051 SIN i RETORE UXR IHTERRWT mtnt. 
1852 i RESTCfE tELq 1IHTWK.PT S T R T E  
E 3 1  'iRFGB fB53 Ufl ISflY i GET U T R  I M m T  K K  
5 3 3  5 0 8  5054 WI HjH i SHOUFD El? IMERK?TS EZ EtlF!£LED 9 
U336 ~33C43 1055 JZ EM5 ; NO - M V E  IHTEWPTS IrlSED ' 
0339 FB ia5ii EI ; YES - EWE I ~ T S  FOR 119 ROGQH 
9330 C3Ji03 11857 rn m0 
1058 hTE: 
03?P 37 iU59 !3C ; WPW IIETRUCTfONS - I4rEIl S1NGl.E SE? RNTIllE 
8132 D24iU3 i186 8 F%O i /IS BEIM Urn, THE T I P S  IS RlW?!tri At4' 
1861 ; tEECUl'E TIM FOR THIS F3UTIHE PIVC ' 
1062; ; ARW. 
18b3 mo: 
0341 YI?20 1964 LYI KlZEU7K ; SEF  OHI IT OR SWCK WINTE TO T T F T  3F 3FCI.. 
J W  FS 1865 SFHI. i MICH I S  UO Elill irF REGISTER SRYE RE,? 
a145 M 1066 WP D ; REnW REGI>';1ERS 
8346 Ci iOb7 POP B 
€1317 F1 LOW R I  EU 
9348 ;5429 1869 Mt! SSRY i MURE KER STRCK RIND 
6342 F9 1978 5PM. 
Q34C Lf!F22Q i0Ti LWI KAY 
03rlF €5 1972 RE11 H i WT LEE2 P!?O@M CMXjTER @h 47AtY: 
W50 YE20 i073 M E R V  ; RE4fORE H & L REGISl€?S 
0353 3 1074 ET I REiW 
i075 i 
1876 ; ~ ~ ~ m * + * * * w % c t ~ w * v ~ . s - l r w  
ien 1 
1078 ; FUf4:TIOH: >ERG - 593 ?XGI!5E WIHIB? 
1079 ; INflflS: ME 
iOdQ ; WTFI.il5: aP3Y - iT IF CWPCT'Z FPm hFr'EEF9 IS R FEOI5TEi 2DELEI3HT42k 
1081 ; wT OTFM,,L!ISE 
f082 j ELLS: BED 
1683 i WTWYS: R I?, C, lt L F/FCS 
1884 ; CGCIIIPTION: bXTR3 REROS fl CW'RCTW FP.C+\ THE \EYSWE?. IF TkE 
1885 ; M C T E R  IS FI EQIm P E ' S I t i T F )  I T  !5 CCNVEFTELl T? 
i0d6 ; THE COmkYBItlG FEGISTE2 FOI!4TE? VfiU!E RE C?r!TNTEQ !I; 
i087 ; SHW), MO NNC?IC#l FE7JF.tii 'TEL'E' O'IHPI.II5L ETM 
i0m i ~ I C T ~ #  P-WINS 'F~E' 
i689 i 
1898 53%: 
a354 r;kX@2 iB?i GLI. EWE? : RE;?I) R?H W!?WD 
0357 FEiB  10% CPI iOH . 1s MEm 9 OIGIT 7 
iJ359 D2Wj 1493 Jt#: ETF i l# - MTWA F U E  - W.!fK:TEf: 1% 10T t7 
1994 ; !REGITE;r! DEICNRTI!F 
am se~ 1055 91 2 ; YES - TRY TO WHET FEGISTEF C E ~ ~ t ? ~ ~ ~  TO 
iiI% ; ,' IH@M !?IT0 FErj!STF 30!YE? TEiti 
1097 i M5 NhV3SIOH 3JCCS:tlL ? 
839 W 8 8 3  1d?9 $C %? i EU - FL'T'JiiH FLCE 
436i JF i9% Fk3Y C,R : I H E <  TO B 4 C 
5 1 4  
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
POOR QUALITY 
urn 1 
ii99 i Rr)lCTI[IH: lffmKI - UPDATE f W ! E 5  FIZP 'SF FIPiJY 
Fiid I INPUTS: ElONE 
iU ; OUTPUTS: INHE 
4 s  i C A U  : ~ S P 1  BUTPT 
w 1 D m I o 1 ! S :  R 0, C, P I  E, b L FtF'S 
W4 ; DESCRIPTIOII: F @ W  LFCdm TFE FIDCaES FILn OF THE O f  SPUY !%!Pi 
i l l 5  ; TE mEHT 9CIE!!?SS. 
iii6 I 
1117 LWW: 
ZUS LHLD LW ; XT THE CUW.E!IT WFEf 
ifi9 XHG i WG - WT CrPPEHT WDRES IN t! $ E 
1126 WW: ; MW WIHT FC2 4 CwFfiL'TE2 W[rRE55 N1lr"rJT 
Wd CklL MSP I DFfrli~ C W E N T  Rf4F.55 FCR DISPFPY 
ij.22 ; t?RQ - m E S S  QF E W I D E ?  tPC.BES !C !H H t L 
a 3  !HI C, 84H ; L r n  4 C m E P  COU!IT 
u4 r n ~  GUTPT ; ~ U T  a w ~ ~  W~RECS TO AEIDF.ES Inb 
ii,% PZT ; m w  - 
ii?? J 
u7 ; ~ ~ p p * * W % W ~ % * : t : W k h * ~ k : ~ * $ r *  
'L.2 ; 
iiS ; W T I O H :  WDT - UPMTE MTfl FIELO DI5PLP.Y 
W8 ; IHWTS: NOHE 
ii3i i WTPUTS: HIE 
FU3 ; CPLLS: WI OUTPT 
i i33  ; DESTROYS: RBrC,DlLtlLFIFJS 
W4 I mCRIPTION: IQDDT LRBN T E  CRTA FIELD ?F THE FISPIJY Y5l?Ki 
1135; WE WFREHT PATFl M E  
U 6  r 
ii37 mT: 
if38 LM LWRDT ; GET CURPENT MTR 
ti39 MOY D I A ;  FRG - WT UWDIT MtTR IH ? 
1144 DSPDT2: i ENRY PolM FCf? 3 CtE%CE ?IEPLRY 
Fi4i CRLL K#P ; EMS CUFSEHT MiTR FCR Q!cr)L?Y 
1142 ; WG - WRES QF MFRI?F [IAT?. !5 if1 ti .S L 
1143 WI c12 
fi44 E2 ; :ZT TO 6TH 3 O T  
ii45 CNl CUT05 ; ENTER WTPUT ROUTltlF. 
ii46 PST r RETURN 
9-47 i 
figg j * ~ y * * * * * w * * f i * w C - M *  WAX*%:**** 
k!49 i 
iiSD ; FL!!TIQN: OEUYS 
FiSi ; INPIJTS. NGiIE 
ii52 ; l?un'UTS: M3lE 
i153 ; OUS. fKlTHIHG 
li9 I il%3NS A, 3, C, F!F ' 5  
-oR\hmma'rS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
LX CW LINE SOURCE STRTDIENT 
9.95 i CGCRIPTIGN. PEL!% iS T#E E ! J Y  TIE F!!IFICTI?tl RK!' 
.U56 ; FRGh' THE FRO-tCO !QHITQR. PE EWE'! FCItIIE 
iisi 1 IW 1 SEC, 2eg REC, ies lac, ;a t,ic~r;, END i PSC. 
1158 1 THE OEWY RWIItIES ME C U E D  PA0 ETJ?A 
U59 i WEN ML4Y F I N I S .  
1164 i 
8318 BiffleS 1161 WW: LII B, 1 i LW E t  WITH H i 
BS8E CmD3 1162 JEfP HSTCDT I GQ TO 1 tl5EC CaAY LNP 
1163 ZCDT: 
93% BE803 fl64 LYI 0, a3EEH ; LCM PC MTH 1848 MCIEFL 
63% CZMW . FfW W h5CDT 
0397 W8M ii66 MMH: LYI BtkYAh i LORO BC UI'M 220 P E C I I R  
a 3 9 ~  ~ 1 ~ 6 0 3  ilu JW ECLIT 
93% BIMQ f168 ECU: UI 8, Wd I LORD EC ClITH if4 DECIP-EL 
0 3 4  L'3R68? 116'1 JP! HSECDT 
43F3 9ii?rJB W,r! Em: MI a,Obl4H j LEW EC WITH 20 PEC!?tPL 
9386 E9 ii7f LSECDT: KX B ; MAY H t!ILLISECTHPE 
~ 2 ~ 7  3 f172 FURI 3 ; t4EE M6=iEC) 
9:~a  EM iin WI c 1 m ~  
a3~1ft OD fly4 m: DCP c 
a3flB CZfiB03 1175 JNZ ELEN 
a x  ci 1176 PW B ; PUP BC OFF 9 % ~  
43# 79 1177 IWI! h8 
8?M M 1178 OH C 
0361 Eft683 1ii9 JHZ KECDT ; J W  HCK TO EECDT IF NOT KE 
0384 CS US0 RET I FiETURH 
1181 t 
1192 1 ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ * ~ f * ~ * ~ ~ *  
ria3 ; 
i i84 ; mJNITOR Tf!&ES 
iiGS ; 
f1gS J ~ w w p ~ w * ~ * - * h * t C ' ~  
fi87 ; 
1188 ; W M  TflSLE 
1189 i L M I D  CHFXRTEK PIC RECIEKD FPOA ~~~P 
L,?0 mn: 
B3PS L1 11-5 08 im i Ul COCWM 
6386 13 L92 C3 i3H i 4JBSfITLE CUMtWD' 
Q3B7 P7 1193 W i7H ; W11K REGI-W C@?WNE! 
a388 15 L94 EB i5H i SINGLE STfP CUM# 
L95 ; M igH ; ESEC KEY 
ii!?!? I L% iH 1 NEI:T KEY 
i.S7 ; 13 i6H i NMt 
9389 14 Lq CB 141 ; TTY MIWITQR 
L!?9 ;
)%@3 1288 WIC EN $<FB)TB j WE!? M COMFWS 
12131 ; 
Lm ; ~ - w * I l r m w i c K 4 W ? w I r * * ' * ~ *  
1223 ; 
i294 1 COtlfWD ~ I H E  mRES T E E  
m5 ; rFM BE IN WEE OW, OF EMMD TELE) 
L.2 CtW' 
m7 j ?W Mlb'tlY Cer?WfD I 
1 @u ~~ U3EC"PM 2 
E% i &I DLV!ti'f ~~~J~ 3 
516 
ORIGINAL PAGE, 15 
3F PO612 QUAkiIY 
i2i7 ; 
G i 8  DSPNUM: j DISWW TRBLE FOR ClEX DIGITS 
1119 i 
CGQ WTB: ; TFif3LE FOR l W 5 M T I H G  M R C T 9 . S  FGR 'WIWT 
1221 r 
W ;  DI9WY 
r937; FORHflT CHRRRCTEPS 
m4 1 - 
u5 i 
1216 i Rb1UG 7303 USES 8 B I T  ECI117 BIT PLUS 9 I T  8 = 1 
iZ7 ; 
i28 ZERO EW E9FJH 
CB OGdH i d 
iEB 08 8il-l ; i 
rnl C068Wi 2 
E32 IN M3H J 3 
i233 OE OE4H ; 4 
1234 FIVE EM 
1235 D B m 1 5  
i26 DB 0e6H ; 6 
1237 DB m7H J 7 
1238 E I N T  EBLl KEH 
1239 IZB BB8H i 8 
1248 !N 0B% ; 9 
1241 !IM EilU XUi 
i242 DB KiJi i A 
G43 LETRB EQU @C2H 
1244 [IB om r B 
i245 LETRC EQU KIH 
12% CsK3; L' 
1147 LETRD EQY K4H 
1248 OE KllH ; P 
1249 LETRE EkU m 
1258 IM K5H ; E 
Mi LETRF EN Wi 
E52 W N6H; F 
E53 URH EM K8H 
s54 00 WH j 9 
i.255 I;sn EW KM 
1256 jt; flCCH ; L 
I257 LE EM M6H 
259 i# BDqH ; P 
i259 LET41 EM it# 
G60 M 0c% ; I 
i26i L ! i  E9U W2H 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
f273 6U1KS: M ~ W B ~ B W  ; FOR f5S eTi DATfi FIE!L@ 
128 EIMSG: DB t7RE ' X ' r  LETRE 'Q ; EEUJTIOtl ME~SKE 
1275 REG: DB 'tEY4' ; MMINE R35fiGE 
i.27'7 REG; Da 'QBW ; SUEKTIWTE lW,Y 
1278 ; 
1279 ; RDYMLE FM MNfTOR PROllPT 'WIHITR' 
L% j 
QEi KrYTBL: M ' W Y  r' ; r(OHITOR PRWT 
12332 ; 
L383 j p m . M : w * * k f  mw- 
f284 i 
m5 WTB: I REGISE!? POINTER TWLE 
LE-5 ; THE EMTJ?IES I# MI 5 T P M  9E IN TH S f ! !  KPE9 
1287 ; AS THE FEOIT€X I)ESl@PT161 Y E  ttl 95 W5CFP5. 
L28 ; ERCH EHTW CCHTP.lrl5 TEE LXBI5TER %INYE.? t!Kl:E i:h!C.'i 
12% i CW.LCWNDS TO THE FEQITTE.? 0tCII'.?ET9R REEI.5TES 
l E 0  ; POlHTER ~IRLUB VE U r n  TO HINT ItlTO THE FEGETZ 
1291 ; Wf TftBLE INITEL) HID REGIUEF ShYE LOGT1OI.I 
iB2 ; T m E  I E G r n ) .  
m3 ; 
m4 C% 6 ; !NtRRJPT WK 
aQ5 013 3 ; 973H 
08 i 0  ; Pe 
M11f K;H 
013 I 2  ; PCL 
a!?2 C8 7 ; I1 
rja 8 ; L 
EBi was fi 
i3E CB .I ; 8 
SO3 La 2 j C 
1204 E9 2 ; 0 
585 t?! 4 i E 
ORI[SIh!hL PAGE (S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
l 3 7  ; 
Q@ ; ,~*#~~~.n~.~~~k%w;~*rC.Wa*r*V,A 
13* ; 
i3i0 \IN&: i REGElQ? WE TEE 
i3ii  W C5 REGI5TW I H  DTPIW FCRWT 
1312 W LHWC 6 W  rneLPM ; a EGI5TER 
f322 C9 LETRS,~P,LERL6tFW ; 3.W W I W .  LCM @ROE? SYE 
ORIGINAL PAGE la 
OF POOR QUALIT( 
LIME SOLKE gflTD1firT 
1325; 
1326 j-; .:: . -!*
a 2 7  ; 
G3 1 EGISEX SRYE LWiTION TFlEtE 
I329 i HWIE55€5 OF LOCRTIOF6 OF EGIW I H  RE DREE!! :5H MICH 
1319 i THE REGIST€RS F E  @ISPLP,YED 8Y TE EYRl!!IE CCP!t!F!Hllr 
1331 i 
1332 RGm: 
I333 DRf lSAYAfY)€rn i f l P E G 1 r n  
1334 1% B;W! WU) WFH r B FtEGIgER 
133 CB CSRY FM) WIV I C PEGL5TER 
i3E -Ci D8RV m 9FIv 1 D EGTm 
i337 DB ESRY AM UfH ; E FEUISTS? 
1338 DR FW MD WH i FLAGS 
1339 DB ISAV RHD WFH ; I I ITWJPT E3! 
U43 Ti6 EilY #ID OFFH I H FEGISTL? 
1341 CrB EH PJID WFH ; L PIGIh3TR 
1342 t% SPttSV #ti0 EFFH ; STRMC WIHTE? HIM @P?EP BYTE 
U43 t4 FLS W WFH i STKK POINTER LEI C P M  PYTE 
l344 Cg RW IW 0FFH i P R O C W i  WfTER HIW EFBE EYTE 
U45 LW M IW OEH ; FMWdI CMrm L&l WMP BYTE 
i346 NlilRG EN (s - iiS1TEL) i MINER CF EFITR!E !N 
1347 - ; /IZEGISTER SRYE L@CFiTIOf TP2LE 
i348 ; 
a49 j ~ ~ t m c ~ M X * W W - # * k k & W 5 W 4 r Y W  
1358 1 ~ ~ * w X M r m w m * -  
1351 ; 
1352 ; mlfW3N TTY MHlT@f? 
i253 ; 
fl54 ; -p. . k e * W + e r $ 1 C M W W *  t C  
US5 ; : : * * m * w w r - -  
m; 
m;  
i.358 i t?0SMtCT 
1359 ; --- 
i368 ; 
1361; THIS PkOCiW RUt& ON THE H85 E%l) 9 D  IS fiE!E?E9 TO PPO'r'ICE 
1362 ; WE US% M I T H  fl NIHIM MNITR BY 6 1 %  l l f S  PFEP?f! 
E63 ; M UEER CRH WIItE AHO MVX EtPY I?P WU EEB!STFSr LCM 
1364 ; FI P80GRFfl (IN f!BSIY-IJE W )  !!I70 RF(M, RID DECUTF. IkT!?L~CTI61S 
1365 ; AtPF!3Dri IN HENFY. M IlOHITOF! PPOYIbE VE UEEF! WITH 
l.366 ; RWTI tE  FOR PEVfiJItlG CDtlSM 110, 
1367 ; 
I258 ; 
a69 ; PWGRAn UW$iIZRT1@H 
U70 i = 
1371 ; 
1372 ; LISTIFlG 15 &XANIZEL\ I M  THE FGLLlX>I!Ffi \.!El:'. F!F5 TS iEE2.1FJHS 
973 ; PICVAIm LMICC! IS TI3 HlGFiT '5% ~QUT!tIE I N  F E  7FlXi% 
E 7 4  ; NEXT l l E  P.@UTIttS TL7 I~l~lSUT TE YEFWS iXY!Pl1.E. FI%9!I( 
ETS ; TFE UTILITY WJTlltES !MICH sCnlRLV 92 TclE P!PT'? ?'!2CF.Y. MITYIH 
F376 ; WCH EECTiilH, %E E~!f l I t lS  YE CFtFYIZCn 1!1 +J%EETICPL 
'1377 I QECE?, 5'f !3tFCt @:?IT OF PE ,RL!T!?iE 
!:is-TI S%4i%?S I.lMii0 %>??BLR PJ, O mRlITR PFQE 17 
1395 ; CRWT 
1393 ; DELRY 
14W i ECHO 
1461; ERROR 
iM; R;tET 
i403 ; ETCH 
1484. i 
id05 ; GETM 
14K i HILO 
M i 7  i M!ul 
i4H1 EVft 
1409; Ems 
14ib ; KM, 
i 4 i i  i 9Er 
1 4  ; S T W B  
1413 ; STW 
L414 ; WUG 
1415 ; Y O U  
1416 ; - 
1417 ; 
1418 ; 
1419 j W * * ~ . U - * M W W * W C ~ * : C # H * W * + ~ C ~ . ~ :  
1428 ; 
1421 1 
1422 i r#SNITOP, EEWTES 
1423 ; 
1424 ; 
1425 ; ~ ~ m ~ b ~ b * ~ ~ ( c ~ *  
i426 ; 
f427 ; 
i423 ; THIS T f i U  IS CCQG IH 7 @IT SCII FCR TTY I-F <?.PIT 
i4E ; 
W d  100 EWE? EGU Sb! : CGX FIT ERE% CY.RTE ;!EI:EE) 
5329 F431 HfhB EN C2CH i LCCFtTlPli ilF S T W  QF DFtKk TKti !.'I K.tl 
*sea 1 4 3  L! EQU ?eli ; MDE FOF! tw.1.9~~ FEYJJEI-I 
TSI S- ! I 84e@IE15 %mBL?r Y?. Q MHITR 28 
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mi9 1433 EC E$J 2H i WtX FCE EWE CHrtqKTE3 
&16F 1434 FICR7R E N  &H ; flM% TO Z E t T  LC%! !EX CFPR EOf.1 EYTE 
Lr4F 1425 IINRT EPU FFl j I%S TO I N E R T  PLF S'fTE F" 
M@fi 1436 tf EN 88 J CODE FOP, L I E  FEElj 
MBB 1437 LOWER EQU o ; mm L O ~  WJ OF f i ~  11~ !cnc 
P4!8 ;KG&% EQU -- ; WliM OF SID10H IESNiE - CJZID UTE? 
1 4 3  f MSTK EPJ - I STET OF KNIT?I? RRK - EErIlt3 IH 
f4-4 ; fiEYSOffRD WATTljp. 
k44i i t I C , !  EQI! -- i w m  OF YGID CeMMwa - ECFINED LtiTER 
aeoF 1442 IEMA EQU w ; ISK FOR LXMIF~~ ,WW D I ~ M Y  
WiF 1443 PRTYB EW 87FH ; tFi% TO CWYZ PMITY B I T  P Y  COFEOE CFPF 
1444 ;WW EM -- ; FIRT R t M E 5 S  lii: PBl - E F I ? l D  IN 
14-45 ; KNNtW IOEIITOP. 
1.146 ; RTF;aS EUJ - --; SIZE M EiW It1 RTR9 T R E E  
WL8 1447 TEFJI EQU UH r '?DE WR ICra! TERYINqTIffi CmFktTE3 CECWEl 
MFF 1443 IrPPF;R EQU BFH ; CEHOTES LFFa P U  CF: SYTE IN ICbii) 
1443 ; 
1450 i FRO-LOG FullATElj 
@OW 1451 OIIH EBU 1W ; URRT M T f l  IHPUT PCRT 
ijq~u: 1452 CtMb7 EC4J E$SH ; 1MT MTA QUTfUT PMT 
09DO 1453 W R T  E&i XM ; !XHSOLE STRTIK PCRT 
WDC 1454 CDAIFI EM ; CdfGlSDLE MTTr PORI 
OBDD 1455 CCW EN BGM I CONSUL mMOL PORT 
IODE i4% COEISCP EY om ; MX-~SU SWB~LY)NTROL WRT 
M60 id57 LRTPC EGU #@H ; UART N F T  COFI'TEOL NOH 
a63 1458 CRTSf'C E9U 03H i WAT SYSTEM PORT M3tiTROL W O E  
QMO 1452 n~ EN NH ; mn~m erm PPR m 
BB49 iK9 EF Ed! 419H i RECINE FULL nt?G 
1461 ; 
i462 ; 
1463 ; a ~ ' ~ ~ t ~ w ~ = k w ~  
i464 ; 
1465 ; 
1466 ; TV MONITOR E)ITP.Y W IHT 
i467 i 
i4a i 
i&g ; ~ ~ ~ * . t i ~ w . * t * w * * * ~ . t : : # r ~ # ~ =  
f47Q i 
$ 4 3  ; 
147'2 ; 
i d 7 3  ; WItiT SIQrnI msm 
1474 ; 
1475 to: 
8449 Xi347 1476 !.XI K SGNQN ; C.ET RdtPES Q S I ~ J N  FtEC4EGE 
0441; $ 3 4  I 4 7 7  EWI B EWV i COVfiTER W R  CEWWEE iEl t4E5fiE 
f 47% KISGL; 
954'2 4E f4i9 INV C,R ; FETCH IAXT LM TO c E G I ~  
95JF CPFJQ5 i 4 X 1  CRiL CD ; 5 M  !T TO TK EfISC4.E 
91152 ?3 IMl. IN1 H ; POIfIT TO tWT MwCTER 
9453 05 1482 KR 0 i PECFR!E!II BYT QJMTER 
$454 E d E N  id3 JHZ !tS& ; P m H  F@R IMT CIik?KTE.? 
i484 ; 
14% ; 
i#fi j ~ * r r y ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ * * ~ * W ~ 4 * * * l r z h * M ? c X  
iG7 J 
522 
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6 4 8  W i E 8  
ill84 1 
1483 / CCWPW FCCEN!ZItIG ZCIJTIM 
id% ; 
1491 i 
149 J l ~ * . - * w ~ *  
I493 i 
1494 i NHCTIOH: GETCM 
1495 1 IWJTS: WE 
14% ; m 5 :  mrE 
1497 1 CRLLS: GFTW ECHO1 D.RM 
1498 1 DESTWM: R BI Ct K L Ff i 'S  
1499 i KSCRIPTIM: WCtI RECIEW PH IIRUT CtWXTR FEOY TlE USER 
1560 J WD R T T W T S  TO LOCRTE THIS EgP?RTE? IN ITS CPMM 
A5%, I ~~HIWTEI? T R E E  IF kXCELE5RIL IX EOUT~NE 
1582 1 CDIZREh'lNDItKi 10 THIS CHXTER I S  SELECTED FFJIY 
1503 ; R T M E  OF C$iIt@IO RCUTIHE M 5 E E 5 ,  HID CBNTPSL 
1594 ; 15 TRWFERED TD THIS P;OUfltE IF TlE CHHFJCTEP 
1505 ; !ME5 t10T I'RTCH MY EtlTRIE, CCCITRQL IS P9SSED TO 
15.586 ; R€ WRUR WACLER. 
1507 i 
1508 €iETCtig 
i509 UI Hlr)l4TK ; f lWIYS NiW TO ,RESET SFKk PTR TO MONITOR 
1518 9% ; /STRRTIM WVE 50 RWINES H!iEM'T ClERN UP 
1513 JHP GTCB3 ; HANT TO W\'E RMtl FOR ET FRfiNCK 
1514 GTC03: 
1515 C U  E T C H  ; KT QK1F;FIII CHMfiCTD! TO H 
1516 MIL ECKO i ECHO CHflRACTEl TO USER 
1517 MY RC I PUT Uc7rmRND C H M T E R  INTO mJN'lOI? 
1518 LXI B,NCmDS ; C MNTRIKS LOOP F(HD 1)lW CQU!iT 
15i9 UI tLCTRB i tR MIHTS IN0 CCRIIIMI T W  
190 GTt05: 
i5a CMP ti r trlw EHTRY HID CMP~F~C: E? 
1522 JZ GTCi0 r BRANCH IF EQU% - fXFbWD PlWIIED 
15Z I HX H i uL I H C E E N T  TmE POINTER 
1529 RR C i DECIiMENT LOW CUM 
is25 JNZ MC85 ; R!MH IF NOT AT :(.dtE EI[1 
i52E JtP ERAOR I EGG COlWM C W C T E R  !5 IUCLE 
f527 GTCiB: 
1522 LXi KCNR I IF G0OD C M n r  LOPI! P ? D P . S  OF TPnE 
i 5 E  ; n# CotmlfiD MIUTIE &?FEE 
190 W B ; RDD WT I4 LEFT O f  WQP L4CIJNT 
i53i wl! B i FIM, kYIN - WH ENTRY It! C%R I S  2 6 Y T K  LPNO 
1532 MY RIM ; ET EP CG WDES OF iFPF DIT!?Y TO A 
1533 1IlX h ; WlHT TO E 'T  BYTE iH  TMLE 
i534 MQVKtli GET KT CF WPSS O F T A f l E D T W  T O H  
l533 M Y  L W I PLjT M HXWS (1F T R E E  ENTRY INTO L 
fS3S PCK i NElIT IHmKCI'ldN C O W  mH InWPM RI2UTIlE 
is7 I 
i539 1 
5 3 9  ; ~ ~ ~ w : L ? y r , ~ ~ M r C r * $ * ~ * r ~ * t C * ~ ~ * ~  
$544 i 
1541 i 
1542 i CilCWll! ~FRE!ENT!,% ?Q!ITI?I5 

15uS FWE WN5 I BRPNH IF IiU tRW.9 PFEDIT 
1599+ J?lC ljCMd5 
161 IUY R P ; L55 ET TEFllHHT08 
16M tP1 iX 1 SE IF tX!WPlfE ETHd 
1602 J?Q E?RM I 58rfR 1F HOT PE'OWILY  TED 
1603 LYI KPSAV ; WT MER TO REKACE SAM PY Dl!WE? 
i6w mv fi c 
1665 Ill4 H 
1606 tW F1B 
1687 JW GCltl0 
1608 C i 5 :  
1669 tW RD ; IF Ha RRRTIHO FWRE54 )tRI(E WE MT 
i6i9 PI CR ; tW!IRGE EWRN WJIHRTED MLW 
ijii JE WXR ; E U O R  IF  HOT 
i 6 i 2  WllB: 
iSi3 JMP RSTOR ; RElifORE REOISTRS PJID EEGIN BECtTlON 
1614 ; (ETM! IS IN W90FRI! KNITOR! 
1515 i 
16iS ; 
- -, , . , . . . . . , . . . , . , . , , . . , , . . . , . . , . , . , . . . , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . 
i6i8 ; 
i6i9 i 
5 2 0  ; FUKTICtt: ICHD 
1621 ; IIIPUTE;: tl6lE 
1622 ; WVUT5: NOHE 
i623 1 ELLS: PJW ECHO, Elm WLCL WClr CtNSTL SIW1 ETt1% CF01IT 
1624 J DEmSWS: R BI CI DI L K L FIF'5 
i62S i MSCRIPTlON: 1CKQ I W T S  THE fK?T fOM INTO ESl;lXY (1) NFW. 
i6X t 
1627 ICE!!: 
1624 WI C, i 
im CfttL LrRd ; CZT SIHlitE ti'lYPEF rn# IIIPIIT STERtI 
ibx MI: H, UPPER 
i63i STfl ElP i TEW t4IU W THE UPFE.!fLGE.P, W GtTE F U G  
i632 fWP D ; t?DDFGS OF gFLST TO N 
iE3 ICM: 
IS4 CW G E l U i  ; M fl L M T E R  FROM IIIPlrf RREffl 
1613 !fOY CFt 
1536 L k L  ECHO i ECN IT 
ia7 MY R C  i WT wmm em IHTO a 
l b 3  CPI P A  ; SEE IF CHflRtKTER 15 fi TEPMIfiTItG C ! H f C T € R  
i633 E 1ICES I IF 50, KL CDUM EN'TE2IHQ C W T E ! !  
1640 C ? U  W L  ; bZ SEE IF !NI[r ELlHITFi 
i64 i  TRK ICNQ5 ; IF SO S l P ! ' f  I W E  THIS CFWZTW 
1;42+ JC ICllO.5 
i543 CPL VWG ; QE; CEN TO >E IF  !rKN EX DIGIT 
1544 FRET ICE9 ; IF NOT, PERHCH TO EPRIP. CCHDITIQN 
iG43 i,lC ICiI29 
f64d CIXL CIMH i COWET DIGIT 7'0 GIHW 
i647 MY C, f l  i NYE mJLT TO C 
F648 >?FE! ; 5TRE !H PFP!?C!PRIRTE t ! !  WBU 
i64? LC+! TFrP i ST PELF EVE F!JG 
1653 1% fl ; ST Fr'i , 'Z 
lG i  :32 ICtifa ; E%FBCH IF FrA EET FCR LFEP 
iC32 1NX t' ; IF LOW! ItIC f9HE5 QT E V E  TO S??E 111 
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L X  58% LIIIE E W E  3FiTPCHT 
iR4 WSH B 
1715 FOP H ; GET lNEG! TO - WTE3 E'!!IR'f LD3TIrJN 
1716 SM5.  
i7i7 IMY RD i GET TEiZnINRTLYZ 
if28 PI ' r C ;  Em SEE IFCOYatR 
i72i JNZ GETCff i NO - TEFJIHHTE COI?Wb 
1722 SCMia: 
im MY hi! i M CMTEHTS OF S E C I F I 9  LOCATlrXl Trj' A 
1724 CHIl- WUT ; BISPtFN IXINEYTS OH EttSME 
1725 N'I 2, '-' 
17% CRLt ECHO ; ;E N!iH F0Q EEPliQflTQR 
1727 MlLL GWX j GET EJl %LUE !!Et?ORY L@CATIO!.L IF RIY 
i728 FfibT SCMJ j IF ti4 !NE PPSDfT, EMNCH 
.17* ale SCtli5 
1738 MV KC I LF-I STORE L W R  8 NITS @f PXRtW 91T9E-l: 
ini scnis: 
fTE IEtX H i IHCFEEFN fTP:iESS OF PIE)@F!Y tEftTIM Trl YIU 
1733 W EM05 
1734 i 
Iff5 ; 
i;n6 ; # a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ m w t c r . ( r * W M *  
1737 ; 
1735 j 
i739 ; FIJTIZTIbi: XMD 
i i 4 0  ; IHPUTS: Mt4E 
i74i ; OUT?IJS : iDtE 
' I742 i m: M W  ECHO, PLED5 ETCIL EMIF, R.tFJ EUIil!'YT: RC'JTt I S H t (  
1743 i &7ROYS: R 6, G DtL I4 L Ffi'S 
1744 WCRIPTION: xm I C I ~ I T S  TKE REGISTER EXWIRE B~I! cmlri~ rx! 
1765 ; C€#flW1D. 
1746 ; 
1747 XUD: 
1743 CRU. GETCH ; GET FZGISTER IEHTIFI3 
f74? MY C fl 
1754 CHU. ECHO ; €CHI  I T  
1751 t-NY A C 
1752 IYI C? 
im m mes ; BRPKRCH IF NOT C ~ I P I I  CETVF~ 
.IT54 Vll REG95 i E;-% DISPIW EGISTG? EtEHT5 
fTS5 IW GETCN ; fhBJ TflIliFlTE 4X5410 
i756 ;aM5. 
iE? ?W C I A  i 123 RIG9 IX!ITIFIE TO C 
iz3 CF;U RMDR ; X ~ ~ E I ~ , T  :C~~TI .FIE INTO F T P ~  * r P x  FCC: 
i:5? HI94 B . 
F760 KIP H ; WT WIHTR TO E G I b ' 5  9fiY IliTO K 
Li5i HYI 12, ' ' 
i7Q GLL ECNj ECH F E E  TI! UsZ9 
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LItE EOIJRCE ~iTPEiWT 
175 EUV PJ C 
i7M STR TDlP ; PUT 9RCE INTO TEMP 5 DELIfllTER 
i765 XCt116: 
i7.766 Uffl TQlP ; W TERHINRTOR 
1767 CPI ' ' i SEE iF W !  
i764 JZ EM5 J W - [;O CHECK P O I H f m  INlO TRLE 
1769 PI ' I  ' i NO - SEE IF COM 
ine aiz mcn j HO - m RE C ~ I R G E  mm TO FP C~WHP 
1711. m5: 
l7Z WhN 
im OPJI n I m FJF'S 
1774 JHL XCPtlS ; BRPMH IF NOT flT DII! QF Tf!?E 
1775 CRU, CRUUT I EL% OUFWT PARIFIGE RETIXH tI!E FEED 
i776 JMP WCN; f!M MIS 
iE7 m 3 .  0 
1778 WSH H ; PUT WINE3 Otl RRK 
1779 MWLH 
1760 mi DIWET 9J.P 8 j FtCIGPfi5 @F 5IWE t(lC9TION R91 T E  
1781 INX H 
1782 tW 8, PI ; FFfM LENGTH FM TP-YE 
5 8 3  FUSH 9 ; 5RYE W!S GF SAVE LOCATIOII 
1784 Flk'f( D 
17W WP H ; BYE ADDRESS TO tB 
ii86 W 8 ; SRYE ENTH RM 
1787 M3V RH ; El 8 BITS OF KGI5TEF! ROM SflYE LOCATIQH 
i T #  cu MYYJT ; Dim IT 
1739 WP P5H ; GET E#!H LEHGTH I U G  
1796 PUSH ; SRM I T  ~ U I ~ N  
1741 1:RR I? i ST F/FtS 
179  A XSfl ; IF  8 BIT EG~S~EPJ NOTHING P?CE 10 CII,EF'M 
1793 DC3 H j Elr'E FOR i6 BIT FZGiSTEF~ E€T LBEF 8 BITS 
17% PO/ R fl 
1793 CPltL HINT ; D I W  THE! 
i796 XCN20: 
t i97  MVI C, ' - I  
i T 9 8  CPL ECM ; USE DW RS SD~TOR 
1793 CIYL GEMX ; SEE IF T E E  45 A VALVE TO PLrT INTO R£GI%! 
198d . FR5E XCE4 ; IN0 - DECK FOP, tIEXT ErJI 
i8M+ 8IC XCM3B 
1882 tm RD 
IS04 WP KU ; Mi %CK WTH Flm 
r 
1993 slFl TEW I MI W E  TE TEFJItlflTR Fq NOb1 
iSB mP H ; Wr ROWS CF S f E  LOQITIOH INTO K 
18% WA fl i S€T Ffi'S 
1807 JZ XCm ; IF 8 81T PEGI,ClE?, ERftNCH 
?8W M V  M J !  j ,C&E WPF! 8 SITS 
98 CCX' H i POINT TO EWT'E LOWTION FC!? LOHER 3 BITS 
iaio xms: 
IQi i  ?!GU I G C  ;  IRE 5U r3F ? S I T  13 LnEP U2 ?F 16 S I T  FEG 
1913 Xfl27. 
iEC !.I 3) ?TI% ; SIE iof: QTRY I N  FTRS' T E E  
W14 WP H ; i;O!!m. iNT0 EGfF-! TEE STP3 
18i5 LM D i FQD ENTRY SIE TO DIlSIE3 
?a$ J7.9 Xti+!.1?8 ; W HMT FJGISTE? 
i9i7 XCCPGU* 
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1873 ; 
15711 ; ~ ~ ~ W @ W W ~ W W ~ ~ + k i ; 4 ~ * W * *  
1875 i 
i8iG I 
137i r Fl!&TI(IN: CO 
1578 i IIIWTS: C - CffiRKTER TO CUTWT T0 TTY 
1879 9 CUTPUTS: C - CHWNmZ OUTPIY TO nITY 
?lPB ; N U *  IWWING 
188i ; CJESDWS: R FiF'S 
fB2 1 DECRIPTIOII: tO SENDS ITS IlW WYlEflT TO TFE TTY. 
1833 ; 
1834 m: 
1585 It1 WAT I GET STflmJS CF COECLE 
1336 HI1 TBE ; -5EE IF TPR@lITTEF! RERDY 
1887 JZ Cr3 1 /KIT RWW - WIT 
i888 Mcl' R C ; LOW A WITH CtH3CTER 
1539 UJT CMU ; SEMI CWSH:TEF! 
i39 REi i FBL WNE 
1831 i 
?892 : 
1893 ; C W I ~ ~ ~ M E W W ~ + - W ~ I ~ * * : W W W W W ~  
199 i 
1397 i I i M S :  tKKIE 
16% I WUSS: M-lrNE 
1859 ; CRLLS: ECHO 
1994 i DE5f?WS: RBI E, Fn'S 
1983 ; 
t4% m: 
W95 tW1 C, Q 




Wig ;; . . . . $W#Wk%Mcl;**.~.*.H** 
FSi ; 
BI.2 ; 
1913 i W2TIO!l: ECHO 
2 3 4  IFIWIS: C - CHfRfXTER TO ECHO TO TFJlIEI.% 
1915 i CUWJTS: C a CP!IER E M € D  TO TEHINR 
L.56 ; W: Q3 
1,921 ; WTROYS; RBI F/F'S 
Fsi8 ; DESCRIPTION. ELW TRKE fi S I M  WRTE2 % ItIYJT %ID, V I A  
L%Q j THE lfONLTOR ,qDS W,T Ct!k!?KTE!! TO TE IEE 
fi20 ; ~I~ fi CW.R!KE i?ETMl IS EWE RS R CFtPQIFS 
W2 ; REMH LIE FEED, FtHD Fbt EWE 9!FPKE 15 ECWJ #5 
L5 j 
L9?J ECN: 
S 2 4  W B, C ; Yb'E MGIh'EHT 
W Z  !PI R S C  
'4% GYP 2 ; 5EE IF ECfl I l fG ??I %WT CflFFdXTFO -c 
f527 JHt &,% ; Ell1 - ERHKH 
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1?!S ITl i  UI "3' i 'la - ECHO lls 5 
I229 EG!Q5: 
i?!G CFLL C.0 ; 20 Wi'FLIT MWH NEIITCR 
Ell IN1 TC CR 
E3.2 CMP B I SEE IF Mf!fNTER EM9 !itE A WRIRK I:flJFJl 
1933 JNZ ECHO i HO - tW1 NEED TO T E E  SPECIBL KTION 
W34 MY1 C, U 1 YES - WIT TO ECHO LIE FEED, TOO 
F?R WCO 
S36 ECHI0: 
1937 HWCB; ~~W~ 
W38 18 ; ;RE1 
1919 i 
1948 j 
~ 4 1 ;  ~ ~ m c c * : w - - m - *  
1942 ; 
E43 ; 
'EM i WETIN: FEW 
E45 1 IHWTS:  IUNE 
E46 1 CUTPIflS: NOHIHE 
FW I S F l u 5 1  €cM C R Q U T J  mm 
fi48 ; CIESTROYS: i% Br C, FiF'S 
f?49 ; MSCRIPTION: UWR RIIITS TE EPRIR MWT& (ClWEIflLY .?ti F5TEFI%Y.) 
LsS0 ; - ON TfiE COW FOLCRED 5Y fl mP!?IRE RETtJPII LIEIF. FEEL, 
L%i i fM) THEN RETUBE LTNTWL TO RE r@!tblH? EECEll!?.ER. 
1952 ; 
EdirR* 
U S 4  W I  6 I*' ; LOAD E E ? I 5 K  IHTO P.EGIFER C 
i.955 WU ECHO i * TO CINEIKE 
US6 EIIT: ELL CROUT ; SKIP TO BEGINTIING OF tEXT LIE 
JHP mm ; TRY  IN FOR wow. WYD 
e5a ; 
U5? ; Ea ; ~ ~ . ~ W * * ~ w e W a i * * * * *  
j 
m2; 
i?Q ; FLlEICTION: M 
e44 ; ItIPuTS: K*!E 
LW ; mKS: CRRRY - WIaW a 
L956 i .CFbtSW MMIHG 
i267 ; c'€5TmYS: m 
M.8  ; PE.%l?lPTION: FRET IS JL?!PE@ TI! BY RYf FTUTINE PAT hL5EC TQ 
E63 ; INDICATE FRILWE Ofi PET'fitl. FFET E T S  TIE CYC.'? 
1370 i FLCE WKJTI,% F f  ILLFS FSfD TWI P,FJ?JlS TO TN 
fii.1 i CRLLER OF TkE RWFIHE IHkQLIHG FELT. 
H72 ; 
F973 EETr 
Gi4 =7C ; FI?S >T V!"Y TRUE 
575 MC ; Ttyl MIZPWENf I T  TO WE IT F P S  
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